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CAUSE, AFFECTS THEIR INHERITANCES UP TO THE FOURTH
GENERATION; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR AN ILLUSTRATED
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KINGDOM, THAN FOR AN IGNORANT AND UNGRATEFUL
MARRIED COUPLE.-
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It was written in the Holy Scriptures
Genesis 2:7 Then Jehovah God formed man from the dust
of the earth, and blew in his nose breath of life, and man
became a living being. 2:8 And Jehovah God planted a
garden in Eden, to the orient; and He put there the man
who He had formed. 2:9 And Jehovah made every tree
delicious to sight and good to eat be born from the earth;
and also the tree of life in the middle of the garden, and
the tree of the science of good and evil.
2:15 Then Jehovah God took the man and put him in the
Garden of Eden in order to cultivate it and keep it. 2:16
And Jehovah God mandated the man saying: You may eat
from every tree of the garden; 2:17 but you may not eat
from the tree of the science of good and evil; for the day
you eat from it, you shall certainly die. 2:18 And Jehovah
God said: It is not good for man to be alone; I shall make
an appropriate help for him.
2:21 Then Jehovah God made Adam fall into a profound
sleep, and as he slept, He took one of his ribs, and
closed the flesh in its place. 2:22 And from the rib which
Jehovah God took from the man, He made a woman,
and He brought her to the man. 2:23 Then Adam said:
This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she
shall be called Woman, for she was taken from man. 2:24
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Therefore, the man shall leave his father and mother and
shall get united to his woman, and they shall become one
sole flesh.
Matthew 19:4 Jesus answered and said: Have you not read
that He who created them at the beginning, made them
man and woman? And he said: Because of this the man
shall leave his father and mother, and he shall get united
to his woman; and both shall become one sole flesh. So
they shall not be two, but one sole flesh. Therefore, what
God has united, may man not separate.-

GOD’S INTELLECTUAL JUDGMENT FOR THIS GENERATION
1119.- MARRIAGE, IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, SHOULD HAVE
BEEN DONE AT THE AGE OF TWENTY FIVE YEARS; ALL THOSE
WHO DID IT THAT WAY, HAVE GOT MORALITY ATTAINED
IN THE UNION OF THE FLESH; ACCORDING TO THE TIME
ONE WAS MARRIED, BEGINNING FROM THAT AGE, ARE THE
ATTAINED PÒINTS OF LIGHT, SECOND BY SECOND; THE
INTERESTED SPIRIT MUST CALCULATE HOW MANY SECONDS
ITS TIME OF MARRIAGE HAS; EACH SECOND REPORTS IT ONE
POINT OF LIGHT; MARRIAGE BECAME DEGENERATED IN THE
TRIALS OF LIFE, FOR ALMOST ALL GOT MARRIED, BUILDING
THEIR HOPES UP ON GOLD; THERE WAS MORE STRANGE
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MATERIAL INTEREST IN WHAT IS MATERIAL THAN IN WHAT
IS SPIRITUAL; THE STRANGE PSYCHOLOGY WHICH CAME
OUT OF THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, PROVOKES
WEEPING AND GNASHING OF TEETH TO ALL THOSE WHO
GOT UNITED BY MARRIAGE, FEELING IN THEMSELVES SUCH
STRANGE PSYCHOLOGY, NOT WRITTEN IN THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS.1849.- EVERY FATHER OR MOTHER WHO DID NOT TEACH
THEIR CHILDREN THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES, SHALL NOT
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; EVERY MARRIAGE
PROMISED THE FATHER THAT ALL THEIR INHERITANCE
WOULD BE TO EXALT HIM ABOVE EVERYTHING; FATHER AND
MOTHER WHO DID NOT FULFILL SUCH PROMISE, SHALL BE
CURSED BY THEIR OWN CHILDREN; FOR BECAUSE OF THEM,
NO CHILD SHALL ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.2383.- IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, A GREAT PART OF THE SICKLY
CHILDREN WAS BECAUSE OF THE STRANGE CUSTOM OF
THE PARENTS OF EATING FLESH AND NOT CARING FOR
A DISCIPLINE IN THEIR FOOD INTAKE, BRINGING SICKLY
CHILDREN TO LIFE SHALL BE CONSIDERED AS AN ATTEMPT
AGAINST THE HUMAN EVOLUTION AND PERFECTION; IN
THE DIVINE JUDGMENT OF GOD THOSE WHO GOT MARRIED
WERE IGNORANT OF A DISCIPLINED DIET, IT WOULD HAVE
BEEN BETTER FOR THEM TO NOT HAVE BEEN MARRIED, FOR
THEY SHALL RUN THE RISK OF NOT BECOMING PARENTS
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AGAIN, IN THEIR FUTURE EXISTENCES; THIS IGNORANCE
AND ODD SELF ABANDONMENT, IS PAID BY MOLECULES;
IT IS MORE LIKELY THAT THE SON OF GOD AWARDS THOSE
WHO BEING PARENTS, CARED FOR BRINGING MORE
PERFECT CHILDREN THAN THEM TO THE WORLD, THAN
AWARDING THE MARRIED COUPLES WHO ABANDONED
THEMSELVES MENTALLY, AND WHO DID NOTHING IN ORDER
TO CONTRIBUTE TO GOD’S CREATION.2876.- IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, THOSE WHO FORMED
MARRIED COUPLES, HAD AS A MISSION TO IMPROVE
EVEN MORE WHAT EACH ONE HAD AS A CREATURE; IT IS
MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO IMPROVED SUCH LAWS,
IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE TO BE GIVEN LAWS OF LOVE AND
PROCREATION AGAIN, THAN FOR THOSE WHO DISTORTED
THEM; DISTORTION STARTS FROM IGNORANCE WHICH THE
HUMAN CREATURE HAD IN RESPECT TO THE CONTENT OF
THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO MADE ONE SOLE FLESH OR BECAME MARRIED COUPLES, AND DID NOT KNOW THE
HOLY SCRIPTURES, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; HUSBAND AND WIFE MUST BE
SEPARATED; THE NO ENTRANCE TO THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS BECAUSE OF THIS CAUSE, AFFECTS
THEIR INHERITANCES UP TO THE FOURTH GENERATION; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR AN ILLUSTRATED
MARRIED COUPLE IN THE FATHER’S LAWS TO ENTER THE KINGDOM, THAN FOR AN IGNORANT AND
UNGRATEFUL MARRIED COUPLE.Yes little son; husband and wife who were united
in matrimony by the strange morality called religion, must be separated; the so-called religions
are unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; as every
philosophy that divides others is; only satan divides
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in order to fight against the equality taught by the
Father; the married couples of this world did not
fulfill what was promised to the Father; they did
not fulfill the law that they themselves requested to
fulfill; for everything is requested in the Kingdom
of Heavens; all of this world requested the Father
to know all the Scriptures by memory above everything; above every other knowledge; above oneself;
it is more likely for the illustrated married couple
in what is of the Father to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for ignorant and ungrateful married couples; I verily say unto you that no married
couple of the so-called Christian world, shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for none of them know
the Father’s Scriptures by memory; they had an
entire life to do it; but, they fell into the influence
of the materialistic illusion of life; an illusion which
does not lead to the Father’s Kingdom; this illusion should have been overcome by each of you; for
thus you promised it in the Kingdom of Heavens;
this illusion based on the interest for gold was the
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supreme trial for every spirit; in the own trials of
life; al the married couples of this world got united
with an illusion which did not come out of the
Father; it came out of the laws of gold; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of every married
couple who got to know the life system based on
gold; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of
all the married couples of the world; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those women
who are expecting a child; for because of the ignorance of the father and mother, such child shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this law is up to the
fourth generation; such is the Thinking Expansive
Universe of Father Jehovah; inheritance is living
and it requests to be transmitted; inheritance is in
the flesh and in the spirit; it is in the molecules of
flesh and in the 318 virtues of the human thinking;
everything that is done in life carries the influence
of the inheritance; inheritance is a magnetization
which nobody has seen; one can only feel its effects;
every inheritance has got attribute and quality in
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each individual; inheritance is also planetary; there
are infinite terms to explain the inheritances that
all the creatures of all the worlds of the Universe
have cultivated; the attribute and quality of the
terrestrial inheritance, is the disobedience to the
law of the Father, due to an imposed illusion; for
you have been obliged to live in a life system which
shelters itself in the use of force; such inheritance
lived by the terrestrial beings, does not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens.-
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Yes little son; so it is as you were seeing it since
you were a child; the human sensations also travel
to space; every sensation is a magnetism which
waited for the instant to develop itself for years;
every sensation is a request made by the spirit;
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every sensation including the sexual one, requested
morality just as the spirit requested it; for all have
got the same rights before the Father; matter and
spirit have got it; in the celestial drawing one can
see how the sensations travel to the Cosmos; they
are like the vapors of a liquid which has got temperature; the sensations have got free will just as
the ideas and the spirit have them; the sensations
are collected in the Cosmos by the crews of the flying saucers; they classify them just like a gardener
classifies the seeds; for the expansive magnetism is
born from every sensation; future planets are born;
just as it happens with the ideas that you daily
generate; behold the cause of those worlds which
have got living mysterious philosophies; they are
inheritances which came out of creatures who lived
in worlds which are not in space anymore; for an
eternity passed by since the creature emanated a
sensation; this law was written for you, in other
terms; it was written: Every humble is great in
the Kingdom of Heavens; every sensation is so;
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they are so humble and microscopic that nobody
sees them; they are just like the own ideas; which
let themselves be felt but not seen; every parable
which came out of the Father is for matter and
spirit, for both are living in their respective laws;
sensations and ideas fulfill physical laws as the
spirit fulfills them; behold the cause of what is
mysterious in this world; mystery is living; and all
of you requested it in your sensations and ideas;
otherwise mystery would be ignored in this world;
everything that is known in one existence, was
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; including
what is sensed but one never knows its cause; I
verily say unto you that every sensation when being
judged before the Father, requests the presence
of the spirit who emanated it; Woe betide those
whose sensations accuse them of being scandalous and immoral! It would have been better for
them not to have requested any covenant with any
sensation; I verily say unto you that every sensation accuses nobody when the spirit guided itself
17

in its intimate life by the morality of the Father’s
Scriptures; for the sensation would have nothing to
be ashamed of; this world of life of trials does not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, for all its sensations
have got the influence of an odd morality, which
came out of a strange life system; of a life system
which got inspired in the laws of gold; and not
in the laws of the Father; only the creatures who
lived in a life system which had the Father’s Scriptures as laws enter the Kingdom of Heavens; that
is why you were taught: Thou shalt adore thy Lord
and Creator above everything; this divine mandate
means, above all the life systems conceived, is that
life system which resembled the divine psychology
of the Scriptures the most; I verily say unto you
that the term: Above everything, was requested
by your own selves; for everything is requested in
the Kingdom; and it means that the Father is first,
above everything that your imagination thought;
behold how you did the things in the world are
not of Father Jehovah’s pleasure; you divided the
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world in nations; knowing that only satan divides
and ends up dividing himself; you created capitalism, which produces rich people; knowing that no
rich shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; you created the term citizen; knowing that in the Father’s
Scriptures the treatment is brother; you blessed
and legalized the arms; knowing that the Father’s
Commandment ordered you not to kill; you made
the laws in this world, so that the poor and humble would carry all the burden of injustice; knowing that every poor or humble is first before the
Father; and knowing it, you did not pleased Him
in his desires, by making the poor and humble
govern the world; you allowed scandal and lust
to invade your customs; knowing that you were
mandated not to scandalize, in any imaginable way;
you allowed some traders to invent the religions
and divide your faith; knowing that the so-called
religions are neither of the Kingdom of Heavens
nor of the Father’s Scriptures; the Father left you
a Gospel for your individuality; for each one makes
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his own heaven; you allowed the force to govern
you; knowing that he who kills by sword, dies by
sword; you knew it all, but you took the way of
illusion, and allowed forgetfulness to invade your
spirit; this forgetfulness for what is of the Father,
costs you the no entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; you did everything with first-hand knowledge;
for everyone knew that there were some Scriptures;
which should have been studied above everything
of this world; for the Father’s Scriptures initiate
the last event in your lives; it closes the chapter
of the life that you requested; it closes an epoch
in this world, and initiates another; it judges what
you did, and gives new laws of what is to come; for
the Word that came out of the Father is prophetic;
I verily say unto you that you are at the gates of the
Final Judgment; a judgment which you yourselves
requested; everything is requested in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the judgment that you requested starts
by Doctrine, and ends up with prodigies in the own
nature; you requested to know how all things were
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done; you requested to be judged with first-hand
knowledge; that is why the Rolls of the Lamb have
no end; for the Father’s work has not got any; to
explain His creation has no end; behold by the fruit
the tree is known; he who did not distinguish the
fruit that came out of a Doctrine from the fruit of
the doctrines which came out of men, shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for you were mandated to search for the truth above everything; for
everything costs in life; everything, matter and
spirit, are subordinated to the celestial Mandate:
Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face;
for the most minimal effort has to have the merit
and one’s own humility as attribute and quality.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO WERE UNITED BY MARRIAGE
WITHOUT DEEPENING INTO THE SPOUSE’S MORAL
ATTRIBUTE AND QUALITY, SHALL NOT ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THEY SHALL BE ACCUSED
BEFORE THE FATHER OF MENTAL ABANDONMENT
IN THE FATHER’S MORALITY.Yes little son; the married couples of the world
were united in flesh by being influenced by the law
of gold; not by the Father’s law; for every marriage
was made by living the creature in a strange and
immoral life system; every human married couple
expanded their own violation; they transmitted
the inheritance to their children; I verily say unto
you that every married couple must add up all the
seconds of the total time of being married; every
second of marriage in violation to the law of the
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Father, is equivalent to living a future existence out
of the Kingdom of Heavens; husband and wife who
were united in ignorance in respect to the Father’s
Scriptures, must be separated; for at each instant, at
each second that passes by, they are getting further
away from the Kingdom of Heavens; one second of
time, is worth in rights the same as an eternity of
time before the Father; all those who were united
in marriage, should have known by memory all
the Father’s Scriptures, up to the last letter; Were
you not taught to adore your Father above everything? You requested this divine mandate in the
Kingdom of Heavens; what you could have at least
done in life, is to know the Father’s Doctrine by
memory; he who did not do it is accused before
the Father of violating his own promise; and of
serving the demon of ignorance; no married couple
of this world shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
it is more likely for a creature who requested as a
trial of life not to know the Father’s Scriptures, to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
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requested to know them and was ungrateful with
them; the first one is justified; the second one is
not; I verily say unto you that this divine Revelation shall cause weeping and gnashing of teeth
in millions and millions of married couples; just
as it has happened to those who left this world;
these spirits who lived the life system which came
out of capitalism, whine out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; an infinity of them curse their parents’
inheritance who they met on Earth; for they inherited a strange morality from it; a morality which is
an immorality in the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
Scriptures which came out of the Father were given
to every human creature; he should have learnt
the true morality from them; the eternal; the one
that allows you to enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
the morality that was given to you by those who
gave you a life system based on the power of gold,
is not good for entering the Father’s Kingdom; it
is not known; as the spirituality which came out
of religions and of every philosophy that divides
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others is not known; the Father’s justice is all the
opposite to what this humanity imagined; for this
humanity did the opposite to what was promised
to the Father; no one who acted in an opposite
sense to the divine mandates of the Father, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; even in the most
microscopically opposite way; this world did all the
opposite to the Father’s wishes; the Father taught
you that every humble is first in the Kingdom of
Heavens; but, on this Earth the humble is the last;
for the heaviest burden is for the poor and exploited
humble; the greater taxes; all the difficulties are for
the humble; for the humble has not got gold; I verily say unto you that every demon who had more
than what a humble had, shall weep for having had
more; for he who had more shall be accused in the
Father’s Kingdom of violating the equality that He
taught; I verily say unto you that the creators of the
strange life system called capitalism, usurped the
equality of the Father in this world; things were not
done according to the Scriptures because of these
25

ambitious for gold; it would have been better for
them not to have requested to know the human
life, if for their excessive ambition they would fall
into sin; the reign of the odd capitalism shall fall
soon; as many other reigns have fallen; everything
that came out of human conception, falls sooner
or later; they are the trees that the divine Father
did not plant; and they are uprooted from the own
evolution of the planetary dwelling.-
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Yes little son; flesh also requested morality in its
physical law; for no one is less before the Father;
neither matter nor spirit; the Father’s equality is
for everything imagined; for everything came out
of a same God; when flesh made a living covenant
with the spirit, it also requested the right to morality; that is why it was said to you: Thou shalt not
scandalize in anything imaginable; for every molecule of flesh and every virtue of the spirit, complain before the Father when the spirit violated the
law; matter and spirit requested mutually to the
Father to fulfill the most perfect morality that the
mind can imagine in the terrestrial life; I verily say
unto you that with the life system which the followers of gold gave you, it is impossible to fulfill
with the most perfect morality; for the spirit gets
divided between good and evil; behold the fatal
consequence for every creature who lived the socalled capitalism; for he lived immorality in an
ignorant belief that he lived in morality; one of
these consequences of this immorality was to have
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gotten accustomed to living forgotten of the
knowledge of the Father’s Scriptures; the life system based on gold made you lived deluded in
ephemeral philosophies; which do not lead to the
Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that no
deluded being shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no one who was influenced by some strange
morality; strange to the morality of the Father’s
Scriptures; the strange morality whose cause was
the possession convertible into gold, made the
self-interested love emerge in each creature; the
calculating love; marriages were done according
to the world, and not according to the Father; I
verily say unto you that no married couple of this
world shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for all
scandalize the laws of the Father; neither the terrestrial father nor mother fulfilled what was promised in the Kingdom of Heavens; neither the
terrestrial father nor the mother knew the Scriptures of the Father by memory above everything;
behold the fall of those who decided to expand
28

their inheritance; they transmitted their children
such ignorance; neither parents nor children shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the ignorant beings
who requested to get illustrated in the remote
worlds have ever entered; but, through their microscopic evolutions they let themselves be tempted
by odd illusions; I verily say unto you that either
father or mother who did not fulfill the law, must
be separated; for at each instant, at each second of
matrimony, they get further and further away from
the Kingdom of Heavens; for each second lived in
an immoral matrimony, they must fulfill one existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say
unto you that any fault or sin, is paid in the form
of existence in future time; from the same instant
in which you requested to trial a form of life, on
some remote planet, you are paying debts incurred
in other existences; for every spirit is born to life
infinite times; every spirit is born again; for the
Father’s creations have got no limit at all; to say
the contrary is to limit the divine power of the
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Father; and he who limited the power of the Father,
does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every debt
that your mind can imagine, is paid in life; for every
spirit in their repentance, requests to pay in the
same way he/she sinned; he/she requests to go
back to the same world where he/she caused evil;
the term: An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth
corresponds to this law of the free will in repentance; therefore, the vicissitudes and suffering in
life, is a cause which came out of the own spirits,
which the life system based on gold, makes more
bitter to pay such debt of the past; certainly the
evil and the abuse of those who imposed such life
system in this world, is taken into account in the
perfect justice of the Father; all the seconds contained in all the centuries, in which the odd life
system based on the possession of gold lasted, are
judged in the presence of Father Jehovah; I verily
say unto you that the Final Judgment starts from
those who advocated and defended the life system
based on gold; for the life system which they gave
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to the world, constitutes one of the trees which
Father Jehovah did not plant; and it shall be
uprooted from the evolution of this planet; behold
those who casted the first Stone in the form of life
system; to cast the first stone means to execute
something, being a violator of the Father’s law, at
the same instant in which it is executed; all those
who lived capitalism, all of them casted the first
stones; certainly with such life system, no one
could become an angel; all of you remained out of
the Kingdom of Heavens; because of those who
invented the life system according to gold; behold
the originators of your galactic drama; behold the
culprits of your weeping and gnashing of teeth;
behold satan who coexisted with you; and he took
the form of a life system and built the world’s
hopes up; a world that never found out if such life
system would please the Father; a world which
requested to please the Father, above everything;
a world which never searched in the Father’s Scriptures; a world which created a strange faith; the
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false faith which came out of the illusion given by
the power of gold; I verily say unto you that no
false being in his concepts, shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; this world never honored the Father
according to the Scriptures; for it never stopped
from serving gold; certainly one cannot enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, if one served two or more
masters on remote planets; infinite creatures who
came from infinite planetary dwellings, contemplate from afar, the gates of the Kingdom of Heavens; the Kingdom of Father Jehovah; it shall be
your turn to be out of the Kingdom, too; for you
did not fulfill the supreme mandate by which you
came to life; the greatest of the divine mandates:
Thou shalt adore your God and Lord, above everything; but it was not like that among you; you
formed in yourselves a microscopic love towards
the Father; you did not exalt Him, making the Holy
Scriptures to serve as a basis in your life system;
you accepted the opposite; gold served as a basis
in your form of life; you fell into scandals and
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immoralities, when your free will chose the opposite way; it always happens that way; every world
that draws apart from their own mandates, creates
their own tragedy; their creatures are left out of
the Kingdom of Heavens; a Kingdom which saw
them depart, carrying each one a living promise in
their individualities; I verily say unto you that the
humanities are counted by infinities; one shall
never be able to count them; imagine the molehills
that are contained in a desert; in which each molehill is a world; your imagination gets confused; that
is why it was written: One has to be born again in
order to know the Kingdom of God; for the Universe created by the Father has got no end; it has
never known any limits; the Kingdom of God is
not reduced into one sole world; as many little
evolved spirits believe; those who believed so, shall
not be in the Kingdom of Heavens; no one requested
the Father to belittle Him in his infinite power; this
imperfection of decreasing the creative grandeur
from the One who created everything is more
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accentuated in those worlds like the Earth,
requested to be trialed in a forgetfulness of the
past; this trial consisted in when feeling the influence of an oblivion, the greatness of the Father
would not be lessened in the respective mind;
behold a universal trial; for everyone requested it;
behold the supreme trial of the faith; to ignore
one’s own origin was the attribute and quality of
the form of life that every human being requested;
this oblivion comes to its end with the arrival of
the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; when you get to
know the place of the Universe in which you were
created, the world of trials comes to its end; the
world that ignored its own past; the generations
of the future shall not be trialed; for the planet shall
get transformed into a paradise; the attribute and
quality in their forms of life shall be another; for
this planet to become a paradise, it is necessary for
the divinity, to cut off those who still think of
money from their roots; for this way of thinking
has perpetuated injustice and immorality through
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centuries and centuries in this world; the so-called
money is unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for it is weakness and imperfection which came
out of men; because of money no human creature
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
likely for those who never heard people talk about
money to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
those who heard it; even the ear is living in the
Kingdom of Heavens; and being living before the
Father, it demands equality in its rights; no right
requested to the Father should have been surpassed
in the trials of life; just as it happened to the creators of the so-called capitalism; these demons of
the false freedom took the licentiousness of creating a life system which excluded the Father’s Scriptures; it is because of this licentiousness that none
of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for you
participated in it; you shall be accused in the divine
presence of the Father of being accomplices of an
odd life system; a form of life which did not take
into account what is of the Father; I verily say unto
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you that the weeping and gnashing of teeth starts
for you; it is the inheritance of licentiousness; it is
the evil way which each one’s free will was led into;
it is satan’s work in this world; those who invented
the so-called capitalism, all of them are condemned;
and they shall be so until they pay up to the last
molecule of flesh that suffered in this world; up to
the last virtue that was violated; certainly this Earth
shall pass away, and these demons shall still be
paying; I verily say unto you that the fall of the
sustainers of gold, shall mark for this world, the
greatest event within the human laws; it is the fall
of satan turned into a living self-interest; the world
of hypocrisy falls; the false idol of a false faith falls;
an odd material adoration falls; the christian world
which served two masters falls; it served the followers of gold, and intended to serve the living
God at the same time; certainly one cannot serve
two masters; for one of them is not; he who served
two or more masters does not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; in the Kingdom one only knows one
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Lord; one knows one God only; no one gets divided
in the Kingdom; only satan intended to divide the
Kingdom, in times which escapes your mental calculations; the capitalists spirits were spirits who
came out of the legions of satan; they carry the
tendency of dividing others to the world they go
to; they are obstinate to the degree of excluding
the Father in their mundane projects; they make
millions of millions of creatures fall with them;
just as it happened to you; that is why the Father’s
Scriptures were warning you since centuries before:
Only satan divides and he divides himself; the socalled religions divided the world in many beliefs,
being there just one God only; the capitalists
divided them in rich and poor; they violated the
equality taught by Father Jehovah.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO WERE UNITED BY SUMPTUOUS
WEDDINGS, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS; IT IS A SHAME AND AN IMMORALITY
THAT WHILE OTHERS ARE STARVING, THE IMMORAL BEINGS SQUANDER; EVERY SCANDALOUS OF
SUMPTUOUS CEREMONIES, MUST ADD UP ALL THE
SECONDS GONE BY, IN THE TIME OF SUCH CEREMONIES; THEY MUST FULFILL ONE EXISTENCE OUT OF
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS FOR EACH SECOND.Yes little son; Father Jehovah has never liked scandals, on any planet of His creation; in your world,
the so-called rich boast with the power of gold; they
boast with an abundance which never belonged to
them; for it was taught that everyone is equal in
rights before the Father; I verily say unto you that up
to the last molecule of scandalous boasting is paid;
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no one was mandated to have more than another;
for the Father’s Commandment says: Thou shalt
not steal; there are many kinds of theft; living in
an abundance that scandalizes the Father, is one
of them; the ambitious beings of this world, legalized the so-called capitalism; they perpetuated the
violation of the Father’s Commandment through
generations; the world of sacrifice, struggle and the
payment was getting used to this living violation;
having some people more than others, is a cause of
the human shrewdness; shrewdness is damned; for
satan used shrewdness in order to lead the human
gender astray; the so-called capitalism is based on
shrewdness; the earthly abundance for just a few,
is not justified before the Father; for His divine
law of equality is universal; it is for all the worlds;
and every world that violates the equality taught
by the Father, is a world subjected to judgment; I
verily say unto you that because of those who had
more in this world, that this world shall undergo
the Final Judgment; the cause is no other; it has
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always been in eternity that the ambitious beings
have always given the Father much to do; it is the
great plague which scourges many worlds; they
are the enemy number one of the living happiness; Father Jehovah does not deny abundance,
for it is a right; what he denies and punishes is
the abuse; the shrewdness of some spirits when
they are proposing life systems; I verily say unto
you that the world shall witness the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of those who boasted about an
abundance, which is a shame and an immorality
before the Father; every boastful being must add up
all the seconds in which he squandered; no one was
mandated to scandalize in any imaginable degree;
the scandal of having had more than what another
had, came out of man; it did not come out of the
Father; and Father Jehovah sentences all those who
had more than what was mandated, to remain in
the greatest misery; you shall know the poverty
which you made others know; with the rod that you
measured, you shall be measured; the rod is the
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Commandments of life; the morality with which
you measured others.-

Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows that
Father Jehovah’s justice is proportional to the fault
committed; the good ideas arrive in their journey
through space to the own Kingdom of Heavens; a
good idea is that which keeps the innocence; the
same innocence with which it got initiated in the
remote suns; whose responsibility is owned by the
spirit; when the spirit requests a covenant with a
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body of flesh, it constitutes itself into a creature;
and when being a creature, its mind generates
ideas; whose influence shall be half flesh and half
spirit; the equilibrium of the idea lies in the inverse
of the tendencies which the thinking of every creature had; the idea gets balanced in space according
to the attribute and quality of the tendencies which
the mind that generated it had; in the physical idea,
equilibrium is the strength with which it advances
towards the infinite suns; this is to go and occupy
the points of origin of what later shall be, a colossal
planet; the planets of the entire Universe had the
route of a physical idea first; I verily say unto you
that no mind has been able to calculate the age of
the Earth because your planet was an idea; the age
of every world is inseparable from its beginning of
existence; no human creature requested to know
in his knowledge, the past of the Earth; for everyone requested a trial of life with an oblivion of the
origin; but, they requested the speculation and the
suppositions of such and such problem; to explain
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the origin of a planet is to explain the origin and
destiny of the physical ideas; for the planets are
born from the microscopic ideas; nothing is impossible for the Creator of the Universe; He created
everything that exists from what is impossible to
other creatures; therefore, nobody should be surprised that He creates new planets from your own
ideas; that is why it was written: To each one
according to his own work; and every mental wok
is composed of ideas, I verily say unto you that
even the letters with which you expressed the
phrase, are judged before the Father; everything
that you are in your imagination, everything
acquires life before the Father; everything expresses
itself before Him; even the expression is living;
behold the human life was not as everyone supposed; this error of concept is because the own
oblivion which each one requested, in respect to
the origin; you were trialed in every imagined concept; everything that you imagined in life, was trialed by the Father; for you were told in the
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Scriptures that every spirit is trialed in life; a celestial score comes out of everything that you imagined or thought; an addition, which is the divine
determination of the Father, remains from all the
ideas that you generated in life; according to the
attribute and quality of the points attained in life,
such is your addition in attribute and quality;
according to the attribute and quality is that some
are closer or further away from the Kingdom of
Heavens; not entering any of you to the Kingdom
of Heavens, because of the life system, which they
gave you; and because of the so-called religions is
that each one occupies a place out of the Kingdom
of Heavens; I verily say unto you that if your life
system had not embarrassed the innocence of
everyone, you would have entered the Kingdom of
Heavens; by your remaining out of the Kingdom,
you stay waiting to be called; which implies to be
born again, on some remote planet; multitudes are
waiting out of the Kingdom of Heavens; creatures
who come from countless planets; all of them have
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got living stories to tell; and all of them have as a
cause, violations made to the Father’s law; unprecedented scenes are seen out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; one can find evolutions there which have
never been seen; endless multitudes; their number
is like the molehills which the deserts contain;
behold the place where you shall arrive; and when
being in that place, you shall curse having known
capitalism and the religions; such attitude emerges
in everybody when seeing from afar the marvels of
the Kingdom of Heavens; the greatest desperation
arises in the creatures, when knowing that being
the Kingdom on sight, they will not have the
incomparable joy of seeing their own Creator;
behold the many determinations in the spirits;
behold so many who swear to take revenge in other
existences, of what they did to them in a determined world; behold one of the causes of the persecutions and hatred, on the planets; evil is born
from the multitudes, who await out of the Kingdom of Heavens; within the Kingdom evil is
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unknown; out of the Kingdom are those who struggle in order to enter the Kingdom; this struggle is
not what an existence lasts; it is a struggle which
includes existences, which not even the interested
ones are capable of telling; for in any celestial
instant, the spirits who are out of the Kingdom of
Heavens, request to be born again on a determined
planet; they request to reincarnate once more;
behold the spirit’s eternity; who was born to
improve itself eternally; the salt of life is the knowledge and the preservation of the innocence; they
did not know how to understand this salt on Earth;
for they did not live a life system based on the
Father’s Scriptures; they lived an odd life system,
whose god was gold; a commerce which discarded
the Father was created on Earth; they created laws
not to exalt His law, but to exalt the ambitious and
selfish spirits; they created a life system opposite
to the morality of the Father’s Commandments;
this arrogance costs this world the no entrance to
the Kingdom of Heavens; this planetary tragedy
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has happened, happens, and shall happen; for you
are not the only inhabited world; what is of the
Father has no end in anything imaginable; I verily
say unto you that this generation closes a time of
life, which was requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; the attribute and quality of this time is the
trials of life in each individuality; for you shall be
judged according to your mental acts, and not
according to the imposed beliefs; what is of man
is not of God; for man did not take Him into account
when he created a life system; if they had taken
Him into account, the attribute and quality of the
Final Judgment would be another; nor would you
have a judgment; for the Father would have nothing against you; according to how the worlds
behave, such is the judgment they receive from the
Father; it is not that the Father is severe; it is the
children who oblige Him to be severe; for the
Father sees the consequences up to an infinite
future; what the children cannot; the ideas shall
be your judgment; the most microscopic that you
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have; the ideas which nobody took into account as
a Final Judgment; behold the Alpha and the Omega;
the beginning and end of a world, Alpha leaves and
Omega remains; Alpha has already been trialed by
the Father; Omega is the succession in the request
of life; it is the initiation of another epoch on this
planet; the epoch which is initiated with the presence of the First-born Son on Earth; what he said
to you centuries ago is fulfilled: I am the Alpha and
the Omega; I am the beginning of life and the end
of it; the end of the attribute and quality in Alpha;
and the continuation of a new attribute and quality
in Omega; Omega is the New World; the world
where milk and honey shall flow; the world of the
children; with a new diet similar to the vegetarian;
for the New World Omega shall not eat flesh, for
respect to the Commandment which says: Thou
shalt not kill; for every animal is killed first before
being eaten; the spirit of every animal complains
to the Father for the murder; for all have got the
same rights before the Father; I verily say unto you
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that all those who ate flesh knowing the Commandments, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; they must add up all the molecules of flesh
that they ate in life; for each molecule of flesh eaten
is one existence which must be fulfilled out of the
Kingdom of Heavens; and confront the accusations
of all the molecules of flesh; one by one; for one’s
free will is different from another; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of an entire world that
was guided by odd customs; customs which came
out of a strange life system; both alien to the Holy
Scriptures of the Father; I verily say unto you that
every custom that was cultivated in life, is judged
second by second; instant by instant; idea by idea;
every bad custom are points of darkness; and every
sane custom points of light; it is enough to have
just one second or less of darkness, and one does
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is enough to
have read just one letter of the Father’s Scriptures,
and one is saved; for that letter is living before the
Father; and it defends the spirit who pronounced
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it; and for just one letter which came out of the
Father’s will, the spirit visits the Kingdom of Heavens; for he/she is called to the Creator’s divine
presence; behold the sublime truth; the world shall
increase their celestial points, reading the Father
as it has never been read in this world; for each
letter read corresponds one little point of light
attained; and the creature gets closer to the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that of all
the knowledge known in this world, the Father’s
Scriptures represent the greatest award; for what
is of the Father has no end; likewise His divine
awards; this does not mean that the merit of the
other virtues are worthless; they are worth according to their hierarchy; for the Father created them;
humility is the first, followed by joy and patience;
behold the virtues of the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold the solar parents who in expansive solar
trinity, got united in life to the intelligences called
spirits; behold a divine Revelation that corresponds
to the Ark of Covenants; the union turned into life
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between flesh and spirit; the human thinking consists of 318 virtues which came out of remote solar
luminaries.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY SCANDALOUS BEING WHO DID NOT RESPECT
THE MARRIED COUPLES, SHALL NOT ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; NOBODY REQUESTED GOD
TO VIOLATE THE DIVINE SACRAMENTS; IT IS MORE
LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO RESPECTED THE DIVINE
SACRAMENTS IN THEIR TRIALS OF LIFE, TO HAVE
THE DIVINE SACRAMENTS AGAIN IN THEIR FUTURE
EXISTENCES, THAN FOR THOSE WHO DISTORTED
THEM.So it is little son; one of the greatest scandals and
which shall give place to one of the greatest weeping and gnashing of teeth, shall come out of the
licentious and immoral beings, who in the trials of
life coveted the woman or men of their fellow
beings; the so-called christian world, a world of
hypocrisy, was characterized by the strange and
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immoral practice of desiring what they should not
have desired; the divine Commandments of God,
warned through centuries about this human fall;
the married couples of the world were already written in the Kingdom of Heavens; the thinking spirits
formalize their unions before God, and by seeing
themselves in the solar television of the future; for
nothing is impossible to God; the divine Father
Jehovah precedes His children’s own requests,
their future scenes and their future covenants, to
be fulfilled on remote and unknown planets of trials; this divine law of seeing in advance what one
requests God shall be seen by the world of trials
again, on the solar television of the Son of God; at
that instant the world shall understand that what
is up above is the same as down below; that everything that happened to each one on Earth, had
already happened in Heaven; and what happened
in Heaven excluded every kind of scandal; for desiring what is another’s, belongs to darkness; every
human creature for just exposing him/herself with
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a married person in the streets of the world, fell
into a scandal; and they shall have another divine
judgment within the judgment itself; this scandal
is not forgiven; it is discounted by seconds, molecules, and by ideas; those who fell into desiring
what was already others’, shall continue living on
imperfect planets; in worlds where what they most
love shall be taken away from them; for they had
taken away from others’, in other planetary dwellings; for it is more likely to take away, in law of
pain in other worlds, from one who in the trials of
life took away from others, too; and not to take
away from one who did not take away from anybody; the beings who did not respect those who
were married, shall not be respected either, neither
in the divine judgment of God, nor in their future
existences; for those women who went out with
married men in the trials of life, shall be called
prostitutes or love adventuress, in the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; for they do not have the seal of
God; what is immoral has never had it; nor shall it
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ever have it; and those men who being married,
took the strange licentiousness of desiring what
was other’s, shall be called alienated; and the
world shall know them on the gigantic solar television; their sad and immoral stories shall be known
in all the ends of the Earth; every prostitute who
desired a married man and every alienated man
who desired another man’s woman, reduced their
own points of light to almost nothing; for the longer the time in which the immoral beings desired
each other was, the greater was the number of
seconds gone by, and the greater was the number
of existences of light that they missed, too; these
scandalous beings of the laws of love have to add
up to this infinite number of seconds lived in
immorality, points of darkness for the other violations committed during the trials of life; and if
there were children who knew what they were
doing, It would have been better for these scandalous beings, not to have requested the Father, the
trials of life; for the divine wrath of Father Jehovah
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shall be immense; it always happens that way when
their innocence who are the children, are corrupted
with the bad example; because of those who went
out with married people or vice versa, the world
shall undergo horrific earthquakes due to the divine
wrath of Jehovah; for the earthquakes which shall
be felt in the weeping and gnashing of teeth, are
provoked by the immoral and scandalous beings
of life; they are not provoked by the innocent, those
who knew how to respect the divine sacraments
of God; so it is that the world shall curse them; for
it is more likely that the world blesses those who
do not provoke God’s divine wrath; for those who
make God be glad, provoke sublime marvels in His
creation; those who scandalized in the laws of love
during the trials of life, shall not be given love
anymore when they request unknown sensations
in order to know new forms of life; for they shall
not inspire trust in the divine cherubs of love; they
will be able to advance in many other sensations
or virtues, but not in the infinite hierarchies of love;
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for in order to attain the future of what one is
intending to become, one did not have to scandalize the present; the spirit makes its future from
present to present; the divine cherubs of the everything above everything are infinitely demanding
about the fulfillment of the promises made to God;
he who violates the law that he promised to fulfill
in the Kingdom of Heavens, entered into an
immense compromise of responsibility towards
everything that exists; the everything above everything marches unified in its eternal expansion and
transformation; he who violated what he requested
God, provokes a perturbance in all the elements
which lovingly participated in fulfilling a divine
covenant with the spirit; every violator of the divine
law of God, has all the cherubs of the Universe as
opponents; for they are solidary and live the common law in what is living; they are infinite free
wills which give their opinions in the divine judgments of God; this is why it was said and written:
Every little and humble is great in power in the
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Kingdom of Heavens; on them, the divine cherubs
of matter, the destiny of the violators of the law of
God pends; what is microscopic eternalizes what
is great; the great one is nothing without the little
one; when the violators of the law of God despised
the psychology of humility, they despised the divine
cherubs; and having despised them by means of
scandal, they remained without the light; when the
Eternal taught the world of trials that one had to
be humble above everything, such divine teaching
enclosed the divine science of the cherubs; the
immortal science of what is the most infinitely little
of matter and spirit; the trials of life consisted in
knowing how to search and find what was there
behind humility; this is why it was written: He who
searches shall find; the award for the search was
by seconds, molecules, and by ideas; the divine
cherub opens to the world a new world or New
Kingdom; the laws of paradise are demonstrated
by the science of the cherubs; a divine mental
power of the solar parents; this science was known
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in the beginning of the world; it was known in the
era of the Open Heavens; for before the fall of
Adam and Eve, everything was living; matter
expressed itself to the creatures; this is why it was
said that Adam and Eve did not lack of anything;
they lacked neither the communication with the
animals nor the communication with the elements;
for nothing is missing in a paradise; and if one
wants something, that something is created in an
instantaneous form by means of the cherubs; when
the spirits request God to know a new life in the
being born again, the divine cherubs are the ones
who participate in their new reincarnations; the
beginning of departure of every life, is what is
humble; it is love turned into a molecule, in which
the molecule known by man, is a gigantic planet;
it is the return of what is little which returns triumphantly in a geometry of infinite expansions;
what is existent when going back in its lived history, becomes a cherub; and while it lives, it is also
a cherub; for the universe it is in, has neither a
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beginning nor an end; the infinity annuls what is
gigantic, not for that what is gigantic stops existing; the divine cherub is born a microbe and it
becomes gigantic according to its number of reincarnations; a solar first-born son traverses or traversed infinite scales of cherubs; the Son of God
attained magnetisms in such degree, in which other
magnetisms of posterior creation are lovingly subordinated to Him; the cherubs recognize their solar
parent in an instantaneous and invisible form, at
the same time; this encounter takes place in infinite
planets of infinite categories; among which is the
Earth, a planet of trials; the world of trials of the
Earth shall fall into an epoch of fascination for the
new law of the divine cherub; when the Son of God
demonstrates that matter has got life, he shall provoke the greatest revolutions in the human gender;
and every eye shall see him through his solar verb,
the cherubs and all the elements of everything that
exists; and when this takes place, those who had
declared themselves materialists in the trials of
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life, shall be full of dread; and many in their always
present pride, shall commit suicide, for fear of
being ridiculed; it would be much better to this
proud beings not to commit suicide, for they would
be resurrected again by the Son of God; and in this
last intention of committing suicide, they are discounted such a number of existences as the number
of molecules of flesh of their bodies; the Son of
God’s Revolution shall provoke the fall of all the
odd and unknown things to Him; among which the
strange life system called capitalism is found; for
every unfair thing and everything that violated the
divine Father’s law, shall be called strange and
unknown by the Son of God; and He shall have an
iron hand with them; for he shall pay them hardness by hardness; it is the Iron Government of the
Son of God; this government lasts until the last
custom which came out of the odd world of gold
has disappeared; for not even the dust shall remain
of this world; the agony of the proud ones shall be
horrible; for He who gives and takes life away, shall
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not have any mercy; for the proud ones did not
have it either; for it is more likely for one who not
belonging to the world of gold, did not know pride,
to find mercy in the weeping and gnashing of teeth,
than for one who had the misfortune of belonging
to this odd world; when the new world is born,
those who belonged to the so-called capitalism
shall wander with no aim throughout the planet;
for such world was not written in the Kingdom of
Heavens; the life systems that exploit their creatures, have not got the seal of God; and by not
having it, no divine law takes care of them; what
is not requested to God is thrown out in the divine
judgments of Father Jehovah; this is what corresponds to the divine warning that says: Every tree
that was not planted by my divine Father, shall be
pulled out from its roots from the human evolution; the so-called capitalism is one of the so-called
trees; in the past of the Earth, many other strange
trees were uprooted by the Most Holy Trinity;
among others, the damned pharaonic tree; the
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divine intervention of God, has impeded that the
Earth were a planet of slaves; although there are
many who nurture such demoniac idea; those who
thought so during the trials of life, shall get it their
way; this is that they shall be enslaved in other
existences, in other worlds; they shall weep having
overlooked the divine warning which for centuries
said; Do not do to others what you would not like
others to do to you; for in the divine justice of God,
one receives the same; one receives from what the
sin was; it is more likely for one who did not provoke anything unpleasant on anyone, to not to
receive what is unpleasant; those who violated the
love of others, must pay it by seconds; in which
each second of violation is equivalent to one existence of deceit towards he who did the same in the
trials of life; those who coveted married people,
shall also undergo the same in future existences;
and they shall be exposed to blood dramas as a
consequence of it; passionate dramas whose cause
was in a microscopic present of deceit towards
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another; certainly she who gets involved with a
married man and those who get involved with married women, commit a grave crime against themselves through existences; those who lived in the
so-called capitalism, were the ones who practiced
this demonic custom the most; certainly those who
desired married people distorted their own hierarchy of creatures; which means that those women
who got tempted with married men, shall have to
fulfill their future existences on planets of trials,
whose morality shall be even lower than the morality of the Earth, where they violated the law of God;
this is called to go backwards in one’s own spiritual
scale; and it is a backwardness by one’s own will;
and it is equivalent to get more infinitely further
away from the Kingdom of Heavens; through
unprecedented eternities, the scandalous women
who coveted another’s love, shall not see their
loved ones; for it is more likely for a woman who
did not take the strange licentiousness of taking
what was of another woman, to see their loving
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ones or relatives, than for a mundane one who did
it, to see them; the immoralities committed by the
spirit, in the trials of life, makes that spirit to meet
only strangers in its future existences; only the
women who are clean of mind and heart, shall have
the joy of seeing their mothers, fathers, brothers,
sisters, nephews, uncles and every family members; the mundane women who fell by stealing the
affection which belonged to others, fulfill in themselves the strange division of satan; they disperse
themselves through the Universe; for what each
one did in life, reverberates in their future staying
in some place of the Cosmos; the divine fulfillment
of the law of God, attracts the beings and reunites
them on some planet; not fulfilling it draws them
apart; the drama of not seeing each other again
emerged during the seconds while one was living;
they are the seconds of life wrongly used, doing
evil to others; the divine warnings of the Gospel
of God, contained the sublime warning that one
second of life, corresponded to a future existence
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of one hundred years; the divine warning proclaimed that from the most microscopic, the greatest was born, the more lasting, the eternal; it
proclaimed that one humble second of life was
great in the future existence of the spirit; that is
why it was said: Every humble is great in the Kingdom of Heavens; for the future heavens for every
spirit are born from what is humble and microscopic; the expansion of the Universe is carried in
oneself, starting from the own molecules that one
has in oneself; and it is more likely for one who in
his own faith considered it that way to have eternity; for those who did not deepen into what is
humble and microscopic which were in them, erred
in the true concept of eternity; they distorted the
attribute and quality of their own eternities; the
eternity to have in the future is always subordinated to the own thinking which one had of it; for
each one makes his own eternity; nothing is given
for free in the Kingdom of Heavens; not even a
molecule is given for free; the divine mandate of:
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Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face,
has got an antiquity whose beginning is found
before the material universes were born; everything
that exists, existed, and shall exist, nothing was
given for free; everything costs to infinite intelligences; the scandalous women, the ones who
search for the strange friendship of married men,
without caring for what people would say, shall
have to confront infinite accusations, corresponding to the beings who had a greater morality than
what they had; these being were violated in the
most intimate of their morality; the despise which
the scandalous woman or prostitute looked at them
who took others’ loves away in the presence of
everybody, is paid in the divine judgment of God;
this drama shall be one of the most painful in the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; for all the scenes
shall be seen on the solar television; great and hidden deceits shall be seen by all the planet; and the
more the husbands thief exhibited herself, the
more shall her accusers be too, who by being
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violated in their feelings, shall demand from the
Son of God a greater discount of points of light
against the scandalous woman; for in the divine
judgments of God, the offended ones during the
trials of life, have got the divine right to demand;
the scandalous ones have got no rights; for the
scandal, whichever it may be, shall not find forgiveness in the Son of God; it is more likely for forgiveness to be found by one who did not scandalize in
his/her trials of life; every adult relative and every
friendship with whom the usurpers of others’ loves
had a relationship, all of them shall run the risk of
being accused of being accomplices of the scandal;
this is, they shall be accused by the Son of God, of
not defending the divine morality of the Father;
and they shall also be discounted points of light;
it is the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those
who shall not see God, for not having known how
to defend His divine rights on the planet Earth; he
who does not defend what is of the Father, shall
not see the Father; it is more likely for one who
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made the effort of defending Him before those who
violated His divine law, to see Him; it is the drama
of cursing one another, for just having met; for the
immorality and the scandal was shared in coexistence; this corresponds to the divine parable that
says: He who is clean, cast the first stone; it means
that he who did not know scandal in himself and
in others, can make accusations in the divine judgment of God; for it is more likely for the First-born
Son to grant the Word first to one who is clean,
than to one who is dirty in thoughts; the scandalous beings who did not hesitate in taking others’
loves, are dirty in acts and thoughts; the Son of
God shall gather all those who took the strange
licentiousness of stealing others’ loves, and He
shall separate them from humanity; for it is more
likely for those who were clean in their morality
and did not harm anybody to continue belonging
to humanity; those who went out with married
people, did a lot of harm; only future existences in
which they shall be harmed awaits them; in infinite
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existences which they shall request God, their
spouses shall be taken away from them; just as they
took away in the trials of life; for it is more likely
for one who, in a determined existence, committed
violations and outrages to receive the same in the
future, than for one who did nothing; the immoral
beings who exposed themselves publicly with married people, shall make the weeping and gnashing
of teeth even more painful; since for each one of
them, there shall be a seism; for each case in particular shall be a divine anger in the First-born Son;
for it is more likely for the Son of God not to get
angry with one who did not scandalize; and to be
full of wrath with one who violated the divine law
of the Father; so it is that all those women who
went out with married men, all of them shall live
hiding themselves in the weeping and gnashing of
teeth; for the world that shall bear the earthquakes,
shall discharge their anger and their own tragedy
on them; it is the weeping and gnashing of teeth
within the own weeping and gnashing of teeth of
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the planet, of those who provoked with their
immoral acts the divine wrath of God through His
First-born Son; many immoral women who stole
the love of other women, avoided the justice of the
Earth; for taking a woman’s man away from her is
penalized by the human law; if it is penalized by
the human law, it is more infinitely penalized by
the divine judgment of God; for in the Final Judgment, those women who took other women’s husbands away, harming them, shall pay by seconds,
molecules, ideas; men who cheated on their wives
shall pay all the same; every cheating shall be seen
on the solar television; millions of usurpers of
other women’s husbands shall ask for forgiveness
to millions of cheated wives; as millions of wives
shall ask for forgiveness to millions of husbands,
who they cheated on in the trials of life; it is the
desperation of the last moment and the horror of
losing their souls; by asking for forgiveness, the
guilty ones shall do it by thinking that one second
of forgiveness represents to them an existence of
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light, which draws them away from darkness; but
not all shall forgive; for the beings have got free
will to forgive or not forgive; although Heavens
advises to forgive; he who took pleasure in cheating
on another, fell asleep and condemned himself to
a tremendous discount of existences of light; those
women who called themselves Christians and decorated themselves with artifices from the outside,
had the strange and immoral custom of taking away
happiness from others; they were rotten from the
inside; they were the buildings which the divine
Gospels of God talked about: Buildings which were
whitened and embellished from the outside and
corrupted from the inside; they thought that no
one would ever know what they did stealthily and
even shamelessly; they deceived themselves; for
they, as all humanity, requested the solar television
to God; for everything imaginable is requested to
God; the own humanity requested Father Jehovah
that all their scenes, acts and stories which each
one would live in the trials of life, were shown to
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everybody; this request was based on the principle
of the spirit’s part, that they would never ever violate the law of God, on the remote and unknown
planet of trials; the human spirits did not conceive
the fall; they were sure that they would triumph
over their own weakness; they never imagined that
they would find themselves in a strange and
unknown life system, which in its odd laws would
include its own fall; the drama was in the own
determination; it got initiated in the ideas and it
got developed through the seconds; it was to think
with an instantaneous covenant with time and the
elements; the human work always fended for itself;
and in the trials of life, one had to be careful that
what came from the inside was not corrupted; that
what was from the inside did not harm through
the eyes; for those who took the strange licentiousness of taking other women’s husbands away, did
it through their eyes; And it would have been better
for such mundane women, not to have had eyes!!
For if they had not had them, they would have not
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violated the law of God; the eyes whose spirit distorted them, shall complain in the divine judgment
of God, in their laws of eyes; for the scandalous
woman who stole another’s love, did it through
them; and it is more likely for those who in the
trials of life made good use of their eyes to have
eyes again in their future existences, than for those
who made use of them in order to violate the law
of love which they had requested God; for each
organ of the body of flesh, also participates in the
divine judgment of God; for no one is less before
God; if God created everything, He gives everything
the same right in their respective laws; this right
was not taken into account by the mundane beings
of the world; and by no means by the prostitutes
and adventuresses of others’ love; all of them
together, contributed for the human life to be even
more distorted; they shall pay for this odd distortion; those who violated the love and happiness of
others, must calculate and add up the number of
molecules of flesh, which the cheated one had; and
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for each molecule of flesh, the deceivers and thieves
of others’ love, shall have to live in backward
worlds again, in worlds of scarce morality; which
is equivalent to the same scarce morality with
which they let themselves be carried away in the
trials of life; just as they were down below on the
planet of trials, they find the same up above in
other worlds in space; and as long as these backward spirits insist in stealing other’s affections,
they shall never ever be admitted in the Kingdom
of Heavens; in order to be with the clean beings of
the Kingdom, one has to prepare the cleanliness
when being on the planets of trials; it is an eternal
story which shall be repeated forever and ever;
those who do not do any effort in order to overcome their carnal passions, they themselves perpetuate their staying in worlds of scarce morality;
which are in certain forms, degrees of hell; the law
of the second and the molecule is a consequence
of the own infinity requested by the spirit; it is like
having access to everything microscopic including
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what is invisible; for it was requested; the law
would have been another if the human creature
had not requested what is infinite; in this case he/
she would have a divine judgment with limits; and
the limit was requested in their own mental and
physical capacities; in their own everything of sensations as creatures; it is more likely for one who
cared for not violating the law of his own limit
requested to God to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who did not care; so it is that the
immoral women who stole other women’s affection, did not respect the limit of what is immoral;
they did not enclose it within themselves; they let
it escape, creating their own dramas in the divine
judgment of God; every violation to the law
requested to God, becomes an immensity; they
become new planets and universes in which one
pays the evil that was done; goodness fulfills the
same expansive law; only that goodness leads one
to better states of happiness; evil perpetuates longsuffering; every mundane spirit sustains an infinite
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struggle on infinite planets of trials; thou shalt
earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face, which is
equivalent to say: Thou shalt earn thy light with
your own merit, prolongs itself from planet to
planet; the spirit’s falls are the ones which create
an eternity of struggle between good and evil; it
is the little importance which the mundane spirits
give to the divine warnings of God; they fall into
a strange sleep in which they almost never wonder
if what they are doing is correct not; the little
importance which the mundane people give their
own acts, makes the light also give them little
importance; for they requested the interest for
things; and within that interest, one requested not
to violate the law of God; all the scenes are of life
are carried within oneself; everything remains
recorded in the aura; and as long as a scandalous
scene exists in the own aura, the spirit does not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the evil scenes of
the aura start disappearing from it, molecule by
molecule; as the spirit continues fulfilling its
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existences of improvement; the rhythm of disappearance of the evil scenes of the aura is that for
each molecule of the evil scene, one must live an
existence; this slowness in paying what is evil is
because the human spirit requested God to participate in the laws of the infinity, with all its consequences; the divine warning was contained in the
divine teaching that said: What is of God has neither a beginning nor an end; and within what has
neither a beginning nor and end, was the microscopic human request; the notion of the infinity is
subordinated to the own evolution; and the human
evolution is a dust within what is little; for it was
written that from dust you are and to dust you shall
return; and it meant that what is gigantic exists as
the human dust exists; for everything imaginable
exists in God; for all the sensation that each individuality of the Universe generates, there is a world
of universes; those who insist in violating the law
of God, they themselves continue being enclosed
in their universes of darkness; just as the fall was
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by molecule-existence, the salvation could have
also been by molecule-existence; one had the sublime opportunity in the trials of life; one had it
second by second; the distortion or strange indifference in the things and acts which occurred to
the spirit daily, was distorting it little by little; the
concept that it came from a world of eternal life,
started to get weaker; and one neglected the importance of returning; one did not keep it fixed in the
most intimate of one’s being; one trusted more in
the illusion of a temporary life than in the law of
the future; this strange carelessness on the spirit’s
part, is not from the Kingdom of Heavens; for no
one requested it to God; Where did it come from?
It came out of the strange psychology of the odd
life system, called capitalism; this carelessness has
not got inheritance in the laws of the light; for its
cause has not got it either; no one requested God
the so-called capitalism; for nothing that contains
meanness, nothing of it is requested to God; I verily
say unto you that for choosing an odd life system,
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which did not take the divine Gospel of God into
account, the humanity that was to live and think
in such life system, does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for a humanity who took
the divine Gospel of God, above everything, as a
first basis in order to create their life system, to
enter; the imitators of God always have the preference in what respects to the entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; this truth was contained in the
divine and supreme mandate that said: Thou shalt
adore thy Lord and master above everything imaginable; one also had to adore Him in the form of
how one created a life system; for if not being like
that, one would not fulfill the divine term of above
everything; the own life system by not basing itself
on the divine teachings of God, contributed that
the scandalous and immoral beings of the world,
sank even more into their own mistakes and errors;
the fall was more resounding and inevitable; for it
was a strange life system, without a destiny and
without universal philosophy; it was a strange life
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system which did not have the seal of God; they
claimed to a God without renouncing evil; without
overcoming their own passions which induced
them to manufacture strange lethal arms; with
which and with the same ones they violated the
divine mandates of God; the violation to the laws
of God was legalized by the own life system; and
it even obliged the citizens to violate the Father’s
laws; those who obliged others to get condemned,
they shall also be obliged to be consumed by the
eternal fire; the scandalous women who did not
have any pity for taking other women’s husbands
away, there shall not be any mercy with them
either; it is more likely for those women who did
not harm another woman to find mercy in the
divine judgment of God, than for one who did so;
this deceit of loving someone by harming another
person, is one of the most demoniac scandals; and
it shall not have forgiveness in the divine Final
Judgment; for this immense sin played and mocked
the love of God; for it had been taught that God
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was everywhere; He was also in each one of the
beings; and being so, the adventuress of love
ignored the divine presence of the Father; for this
violation with first-hand knowledge is that none
of such prostitutes, none of them shall ever have
the human life again, as they got to know it; for it
shall be the own covenants which shall impede
them; for everything comes out of oneself; the sensations and the virtues of each one have got free
will, just as the spirit has it; and having free will,
they have got the right to manifest themselves and
to opine, just as the human spirit has; therefore,
the weeping and gnashing of teeth comes out of
the most intimate part of the being; the accusations
come from the inside and reverberate outside; they
come out from the molecular of their own selves;
the everything above everything of the bodies of
the distorters of the love of God, shall accuse them
to the Son of God; and certainly the everything
above everything will not be participant of being
accomplices of every evil thing that the spirit did
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in the trials of life; not a molecule of oneself shall
provide itself to become an accomplice when being
in the divine presence of God; for everyone prefers
God; the immoral women who pleased themselves
by going out with married men, shall be repudiated
by all the beings of the Earth; for no one would
want to be accused of being an accomplice of evil,
by the Son of God; the Solar First-born Son shall
read every mind, and what is read He shall show
it on the solar television; this is why every scandalous of the love of God, shall live in the most terrible
loneliness; not even the little animals shall want
to be with them; for by that time they shall have
their understanding and shall also express their
opinions to the world; the scandalous of love shall
live their last instants alone; which means that
nobody shall care for them; neither for their agonies nor for their bodies; nor will anybody even
care for burying them; for everybody shall be pending on their own salvation; for just a few shall be
saved; only the children shall be safe; it is the
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terrible agony of a strange world that did not want
to understand that what is of God was above everything; a world that only proclaimed Him by mouth
but not by acts; a false world of the light; which as
such shall not remain even the remembrance that
it existed; a strange world which only made promises to God, but did not fulfill it; a strange planet
whose creatures contradicted themselves in their
own acts; they improved the births and prepared
them to kill one another; a strange and demoniac
world that pretended to serve good and evil; and
which inevitably got divided and weakened its
merit before God’s eyes; a strange world with
strange ideas that were brought from remote galaxies; ideas which no one had requested God; ideas
in which what was promised to God was not taken
into account at all; a world turned into a hell of
certain hierarchy; a strange world whose sad ending shall be the weeping and gnashing of teeth; in
which the scandalous, adventuresses and prostitutes of others’ love, portrayed their sad roll; they
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helped the world to sank even more with their
immoralities; making other millions of beings imitate them and get lost in future existences of darkness; for by means of imitation, many got
condemned; it is more likely for beings whose ears
never heard that the adventuress and mundane
women of love existed, to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for those who heard it; for the innocence of the world was distorted by those who
looked upon love heedlessly; for they infected the
world; and the world legalized what is immoral in
their own sleep; the acts of the prostitutes and the
adventuresses of other women’s love was certainly
the work of satan; for division came out of it which
gets perpetuated through eternity; which one lives
from world to world; the work of satan invaded all
the human customs; satan did not find resistance
for not even the own life system had it; and the
human beings let themselves be surprised second
by second; the mental weakness made the guard
be neglected to the detriment of what is spiritual;
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only the disciplines which contained some morality
gave some certain points of light of a certain attribute and quality; blessed be those who were not
mundane; for theirs are the best worlds; happy are
those who did not take the licentiousness of taking
away what was others’; for they shall be respected
in any point of the Universe; happy are those who
seeing the corruption of their fellow beings, did
not get corrupted; happy are those who living
among proud people, knew how to keep their
humility; for theirs is the salvation; happy are those
who being poor, did not complain; for they attained
the abundance of God, on the afflicted days of the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; unfortunate are
those who lived in a strange abundance, while others died due to starvation; for they shall be taken
from; for it is more likely for one who knew what
undergoing suffering was, to have happiness in the
weeping and gnashing of teeth, than for one who
did not know suffering as an experience; for the
long-suffering in life won; and the powerful lost;
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for it was more likely for the creatures who said
that they were right, to be wrong, than for the
divine warnings of God to be wrong through the
centuries; the Eternal is never wrong; man is wrong
at each instant; and it is more likely for one who
second by second opposed mental resistance to his
mistakes, to be awarded in the divine judgment of
God, than for one who let himself be surprised in
just one second of mistake; the prostitutes, those
women who got tempted with the love of other
women, let themselves be tempted in more than
one second; therefore, they got infinitely further
away from the Kingdom of God; for one second of
scandal is equivalent to one existence of being away
from the Kingdom; the scandalous women who
gave a bad example to the world, have got not other
destiny but to go to worlds of low morality; where
the hidden harm is the daily darkness; they are the
worlds of the passionate dramas; worlds in which
to love ends in a violent death; in these worlds the
suns are dark, just as the auras of the prostitutes
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and adventuresses of love are; for the aura which
everyone made for themselves according to their
intentions in life, is related to the future elements
of the future planetary dwelling; the love deceit
represents the opposite to the love of light; it represents to live again on the hell-planets of the kingdom of satan; it represents a new return to darkness
already lived by the own spirit in its past existences;
the temptation of the flippancy of seeing what is
of God, is paid by living again old tragedies.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3426.-
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ALL THOSE FATHERS OR MOTHERS WHO ALLOWED
THAT THE EXCESSIVE ZEAL ON THEIR CHILDREN
GAVE WAY TO INJUSTICES ON OTHER BEINGS,
SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS;
INJUSTICE WHICHEVER ITS DEGREE MAY BE, IS NOT
PERMITTED IN THE HEAVENS OF THE FAIR BEINGS.Yes little son; injustices form infinite hierarchies
of future darkness; for injustice is also expansive
and living, just like the ideas and sensations; a
kingdom of darkness is born from a microscopic
injustice; a living philosophy is born, whose attribute and quality shall be the struggle against injustice; everything is perpetuated in the Universe;
what comes out of each creature, shall never cease
expanding; just like the own Universe; eternity
only stops for an instant when the spirit requests
to know a form of life; it falls back into invisibility;
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it is the oblivion of the own past in the human life;
every spirit when leaving a planet, finds itself in
space with all the ideas, sensations and injustices,
which it generated on its way through the planet;
I verily say unto you that every evil spirit, becomes
full of dread when it gets to know this law; there
at that instant it understands why every Scripture
that comes out of the Father, taught to be good in
life; what it sees horrorizes it; for it feels responsible of its own inheritance; and it has to rescue
it from darkness; behold another tragedy and the
weeping and gnashing of teeth, of those who were
evil in life; the most microscopic generated evil,
multiplies itself in space; the same eternal law
is fulfilled by the generated goodness; from the
most microscopic goodness, a future paradise is
born; this Revelation fills the spirit who did good
things in life with happiness; the more one cultivated goodness, the greater number of paradises
shall be born in space; likewise happens to evil;
the more evil one was in life, a greater number of
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hell-planets are born; the expansion of the heaven
created by oneself is proportional to the time in
which one did good or evil; and it is parallel to the
attribute and quality of the thinking being; behold
each one makes his own heaven; for each one generated ideas in their respective free will; behold
the eternity that came out of your own selves; you
are creating eternity at every instant; for you are
thinking at every instant; when one stops thinking,
one stops creating eternity; behold a law which
shall shudder the world; for this world is full of
intended evil; the ideas which are thought and are
not expressed by talking, also become eternal in
space; evil and silent worlds are born from them;
worlds that will have to be rescued from ignorance
which they received as an inheritance; behold the
law of the future redeemers; a universal law; a law
which is for up above as well as for down below; a
law which is the Alpha and the Omega of the law
of complement of perfection; there is no creature
which has not been or going to be a redeemer of a
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world; a world which came out of their own ideas
or sensations; behold one of the mysteries of the
Solar Trinity is unfolded; the First-born Son came
to the world to fulfill a divine mission; not because
He had created evil in this world; this world Earth
was not destined to evil; your first parents violated
the law of the paradises; they created disobedience
in it; they changed the destiny of this planet; they
segregated it from the family of paradises; behold
the cause by which everything costs in this world,
behold why the heavens were closed to this planet;
the Earth on which you are came out of the suns
Alpha and Omega of the galaxy Trino; the origin
of your planet is solar; for there are infinite kinds
of origins; the creation of the worlds is like the
creation of the individualities; in which being there
infinite ones, no one is the same as another.-
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Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows that
every world of space have got dimensions which
have no end; the dimensions are spaces which the
human eyes do not see; our ideas travel through
the invisible dimensions; and everything that vanishes in the air; nothing disappears in the sense of
nothingness; nothingness is also a dimension; for
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nothingness is an idea; and every idea materializes
itself in its respective dimension; sensations have
also got their dimensions; no one is disinherited in
the universal rights; matter and spirit have got their
dimension; in which inheritance gets expanded;
constituting microscopic heavens and planets; the
salt of life comes out of you; it is in matter and
spirit; the salt of life is the point of departure of
the Trinity Son and the continuation of the Trinity
Father; the Son participates in what the Father did;
the participation of the Son has been being done
since many eternities before; for such participation
covers existences which have no end; for every
spirit is born again; the births shall never have an
end; for what is of the Father has no end; and the
improvement He offers his children has no end;
those who doubted other existences, they doubted
the Father; for they were taught that God was infinite; that He has no end in anything imagined; I
verily say unto you that he who did not make any
mental effort in imagining how the infinity of the
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Father was, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who mentally made
an effort to enter the Kingdom, than for one who
did not make any effort; the most minimal effort
is awarded in the Kingdom of Heavens; and amidst
the minimal among the minimal of the mental
efforts, the Father is there; for He is the first attribute and quality of the Universe; the Universe is
infinitely full of dimensions; one within others; in
the profound-interior and in the expansive presents; I verily say unto you that every dimension is
a galaxy which shall never have an end; when one
is born in a life, other dimensions are created at
the same time; their number throughout an existence is like the number of molehills contained in
a desert; and all the dimensions which you created
in life are waiting for you out of the Earth; they
want to know their creator; I verily say unto you
that only one Creator exists; Father Jehovah; but,
the children create by imitating the Father; imitation was requested by you; every spirit requested
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to imitate the Father above everything, in the trials
of life; every individuality is an imitation in the
Father; that is why it was written: Made at the
image and resemblance of God; I verily say unto
you that the divine image of the Father is eternally
relative; you shall never level up to His divine
image; to know a life is for every spirit to know an
image of the Father that one did not know; it happens the same in every being born again; the divine
term that was said: He who is not born again, cannot see the Kingdom of God; which means that the
Father’s Kingdom is a living eternal succession; to
know the Father is one of the infinite forms in
which one can see Him; the forms in which one
can see Him has no limits; nor shall they ever have
any; all the individualities that all the creatures of
the worlds of the Universe enclose within them,
requested such form and resemblance in order to
see Him; the forms and the resemblances have got
neither a beginning nor an end; even by supposing
that the beginning of His creatures’ beginning, has
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got a beginning; to be born again is the universal
destiny of all the thinking creatures; the greatness
of the Father does not stop in one existence; for
nothing in Him has got any limits; therefore, the
Father’s greatness never end; in their divine attributes and qualities; I verily say unto you that the
Father never shows his divine face; if He showed
it, He would burn the entire Universe with neither
a beginning nor an end; but, as nothing is impossible to Father Jehovah, He shows himself to his
creatures, in a way that they see Him and understand Him without being burnt by Him; I verily
say unto you that the form of letting Himself be
seen by a determined world is only exclusive to the
Father’s free will; if the Father wants to be seen in
a human form, Who can oppose it? Many in this
world try to restrain the Father’s free will to their
microscopic knowledge; many have stated that the
Father cannot make use of any human being; such
a profound error; the Father’s free will is impenetrable; I verily say unto you that those who thought
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that way shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
for they lacked of humility; it is more likely for
those who preferred to remain silent, before giving
an opinion regarding this point, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for such silence is an act of humility before what one does not know; it is prudence
and wisdom; behold the universal trial requested
by you yourselves; for everything is requested in
the Kingdom; everyone requested the spiritual difficulty of understanding the own Creator; for you
were trialed in life; I verily say unto you that the
trials of life are all the unknown sensations of your
individuality; the unknown requested by you has
got attribute and quality; each individuality
requested difficulty in order to overcome it; to
search and find the own destiny of understanding;
and the more difficulty such search had, the greater
is its merit in the Kingdom of Heavens; the greater
are its celestial points; the most long-suffering
among the long-suffering beings is first in entering
the Father’s Kingdom; many talk about themselves
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being the chosen ones; I verily say unto you that
for being a chosen one before the Father, one had
to know by memory all the Father’s Scriptures, in
the trials of life; one had to have given them the
preference above every imaginable search; above
everything, which came on your way; which results
in nothing less but impossible before the illusion
and fascination towards the interest for the power
of gold; I verily say unto you that such illusion and
fascination receive no award; for the well being
which gold gave you is your reward; those who
struggled in order to not to be dominated by the
illusion and fascination of the power of gold, shall
be rewarded; they shall be resurrected in flesh in
this world; they shall become children again on
this planet; behold the weeping and gnashing of
teeth of the so-called christian world; a world of
falseness and hypocrisy; a world that cultivated a
strange individuality formed by a strange spirituality with a strange morality; a morality that served
two masters; it served gold and the living God; I
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verily say unto you that no one requested the
Father another master; for all of you knew that by
serving two masters, you would get divided; and
you knew that no divided spirit would enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; all of you knew that satan
by dividing the angels of Heaven, divided a Kingdom; and every divided one was casted out; behold
all those who being accustomed to a living immorality, as a life system based on gold is, shall never
enter the Kingdom; for such system is a perpetual
diving of matter and spirit; as the seconds which
one is living pass by, the spirit gets further away
from the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the tragedy
of an entire world; a world which by being guided
by mere materialistic spirits, imitated what is of
satan; all those who got to know the influence of
gold, got to know the influence of division; he/she
did not get to know the equality taught by the
Father; and it is enough to know even the word
division in any right of the spirit, and one does not
enter the kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto
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you that all the blindness of the human history is
to be paid; from the first instant through the centuries up to the last instant; this blindness has cost
this world a drawing away from the Kingdom of
Heavens, of many seconds as the seconds that were
contained by all the past centuries; I verily say unto
you that every second gone by is living before the
Father; it speaks, expresses and manifests itself
before the living God; your Final Judgment covers
from the first instant in your lives starting from
the age of twelve, up to the last instant of your
lives; including the last sigh of life; and for those
who requested to be judged on Earth, up to the
last instant of the Revelation; I verily say unto you
that everyone in this world shall calculate all the
seconds lived; hour by hour; year by year; and the
ideas that they cultivated in each second passed;
everybody shall gather the best ideas; for every
good idea draws one closer to the Kingdom of God;
and every bad idea draws the spirit further away
from the Kingdom of the Father; this epoch of
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humanity shall be called the Battle of Armageddon;
for every generation shall search the best ideas in
the archives of their lives; the best tool to get closer
to the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you
that there has never been nor shall there be, a
grater intellectual controversy regarding the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; for the hierarchy of every
First-born Son is above every human hierarchy;
First-born Son means first in everything imaginable; first in living telepathy; first in living Doctrine; up to the level of ordering the forces of
nature; the latter one, marks the end of every
human trial; the faith of this world is trialed up to
the last instant; up to the instant in which the
First-born Son moves mountains with his mental
power; resurrects those who requested to be resurrected; opens the waters of the oceans; He was
given every prodigy in this world; his reign in the
Omega world shall be a reign of prodigies; new
laws which shall leave the materialistic science into
oblivion; behold a weeping and gnashing of teeth,
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for the proud ones who thought of themselves as
being unique in their knowledge; behold the end
of a science that existed in order to be trialed by
the Father; behold nothing shall remain of this
science for nothing shall remain of its world; the
materialistic world shall pass as this Earth shall
pass; every planet has got its age and death, written
in the Kingdom of Heavens; as its creatures have
it; I verily say unto you that the prodigies of a Solar
Parent amaze the worlds; and provoke the greats
revolutions in all the minds; materialism shall be
terrorized before the presence of a Solar Son; it will
be the first time that it shall be useless before the
arrival of the law coming from the Kingdom of
Heavens; and the beast shall fall; the beast that was
trialed for some centuries; which are not more than
a sigh before the divine time of the Father; the term
beast represents all the violations and darkness of
those who become dominant of their own ideas;
the bad ideas, which are a product of minds which
drew away from the laws and Scriptures of the
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Father, constitute living beings which devastate
the remote galaxies; from such malign ideas the
future hell-worlds are born; once in a while the
beast requests the Father to trial a life in some
world of the light; behold those who are the spirits
of materialism; spirits of great wisdom; but their
attribute and quality belong to darkness; for their
entire science does not carry the seal of the Father’s
spirituality; materialism means in celestial science,
beast that kills the ideas of the spirit; its own word
says so; I verily say unto you that materialism is
not a tree planted by the Father; and it shall be
uprooted from the human evolution; to the Father,
the humble are first, and the human tree should
have grown by means of the humble; the human
arrogance made it grow in the opposite way; for
this world did the opposite to the teachings of the
Father’s Scriptures; the one who commands in the
world is not the humble; in this world he who has
more gold is the one who commands; and he
teaches the world a strange morality which has in
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itself the influence of greed and ambition, which
shall be cursed by the own world; for he who got
to know greed and ambition shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for those
who never heard about greed and ambition to enter
the Kingdom; for even the ears complain before
the Father; and everything that they listened to,
which came out of a strange life system, everything
is paid by celestial wee points; instant by instant.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, MANY WOMEN FELL INTO
VANITIES AND ARTIFICES; THEY SHALL BE CALLED
THE ANTI-CHRISTS BY THE SON OF GOD; FOR EVERY
HUMAN CREATURE REQUESTED GOD SIMPLICITY,
HUMILITY AND NATURALNESS; NO ONE REQUESTED
GOD WHAT IS EPHEMERAL, WHAT LASTS JUST ONE
LIFE; THE VAIN WOMEN OF THE TRIALS OF LIFE, FELL
INTO COMPLEXES OF WEARING COSMETICS, THEY
WERE THE TRAITORS OF THEIR OWN REQUESTS
TO GOD; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO
WERE SIMPLE AND NATURAL WITH THEIR BODIES
IN LIFE, TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS;
FOR SIMPLICITY AND NATURALNESS ARE OF THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THAN FOR THOSE WHO
WERE FALSE AND TRIED TO DISTORT MOMENTARILY
WHAT WAS NATURAL.Yes little son; the so-called christian world which
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emerged in the trials of life, did not know how to
honor their own sensations and virtues, which they
had requested God; this odd world of strange faith
got distorted with their contact with the beast; and
through the centuries they were getting accustomed to what was distorted, was the best; this
strange phenomenon of distorting the attribute
and quality of the own requests made to God, is
the sleep of every spirit and what my divine Gospel
talks about; the spiritual distortion was expressed
by means of strange customs and vanities; the real
spiritual humility stopped existing from the first
instant in which the human free will, chose a selfinterested life system; the trials of life consisted in
that humanity would choose a life system, in which
their virtues would not get affected, not even in
one sole molecule; for before coming to the trials
of life, everyone had requested God a divine judgment above everything; which means that humanity did not forgive themselves a single molecule of
their own distortion; the women of the world fell
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into vanities proper of women; the men of the
world fell into vanities proper of men; and they not
only fell from the individual point of view, but with
their bad examples, they made other millions of
beings fall; their own vanities and complexes were
transferred to others, through inheritance and imitation; it is more likely for those mothers who fulfilling what is of God, did not allow their daughters
to get corrupted and get distorted, as a consequence
of their own vanities and strange complexes to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those
mothers who fell asleep and left their daughters
without the entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens;
for millions and millions of daughters for respecting what is the most intimate of their parents, imitated them; and within such imitations went the
violations to the law of God; vanity second by second was an unfortunate waste of time for those
who practiced it; each second of vanity was an existence of light wasted; it was an infinite getting away
from the Kingdom of Heavens; for each existence
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of light missed is equivalent to a heaven of light
also missed; the numbers of seconds of vanity shall
be seen by each one on the solar television; for on
the gigantic screen, where all the events of life shall
be seen, each vain one shall witness his/her own
points discount; the weeping and gnashing of teeth
shall be there; the same weeping and gnashing of
teeth which was divinely announced to the world
through centuries; the trials of life consisted in
each second of life to be of God’s pleasure; vanity
is not included in what is of God’s pleasure; this
is what the vain beings of the world never got to
understand; they did not understand the infinite
glory of what is natural and simple; in despite of
knowing that what is natural and simple was of
the divine preference of the Son of God; besides
being vain they were blind in the comparisons; if
the harm caused by the vain beings of life was
immense in the successive generations, their drama
is also immense; for even the pores of the flesh
shall accuse them in the divine judgment of God;
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for it is more likely for one who did not suffocate
them with the strange cosmetics nor poison them
to not to be accused by their pores of flesh; for
every pore of flesh shall be divinely enlarged on
the solar television by the Son of God; the microscopic dramas which the human eyes did not see
during the trials of life, in their living bodies,
become a reality in the divine judgment; once more
the immense meaning of the divine parable that
was said to the world of trials is fulfilled here: Every
humble and little one is great in the Kingdom of
Heavens; and indeed within the everything are also
the microscopic pores of flesh of all the children
of God; not only of the so-called human beings;
but of everything that exists; for the everything
above everything is constituted by molecules; and
since the divine judgment requested to God was a
request above everything, this also includes the
molecules of the entire terrestrial nature, and it
includes the divine cherubs of every matter; it
includes every microscopic thing that the human
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science did not get to know; in the divine Judgment
of God, all the creatures shall know the image and
resemblance which their own microbes have, and
which they never saw in life; and I verily say unto
you that the microbes of the vain beings of life, are
the most horrifying in their physical constitution;
Divine Father Jehovah, What is the reason for this? The
reason, son, is because the sensations and inclinations which each one cultivated in life, influenced
magnetically in the own sensations of the spirit;
each act done in the trials of life gave way to a
magnetic geometry which had two options in its
form of being; either it had the form of the geometry of light or it had a form of the geometry of
darkness; what is of the light scares no one; what
is of darkness horrifies and causes weeping and
gnashing of teeth in those who have geometries of
darkness; when the human multitudes watch this
reality on the solar television, they shall be filled
with dread; and it will be there with tears in their
eyes that they will understand the content of all
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the divine parables of God; there they shall understand why the divine Gospel of God insisted so
much on what is inside oneself; for the future
heaven or future hell was already done in a microscopic geometry in one’s own interior; from this
infinite law came out the immortal phrase: Know
yourself; for the divine judgment of God start from
the microscopic interior; what is inside is the same
as what is outside, in His divine egalitarian justice;
so it is that in the divine judgment of God, everything that was imagined or thought in the trials of
life, absolutely everything becomes a living geometry; this is why the own beginning of the Earth is
a geometrical beginning or birth; it is the right
angle of 90º; and once more what is up above is
the same as down below; up above where the Earth
was created; down below, the microscopic beginning which each one gave their own creations; on
the solar television, what is one’s own microscopic
being, acquires unprecedented proportions; each
one shall see with infinite amazement that his/her
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own body of flesh was a universe that slept; the
cherubs of the flesh were waiting for the solarmagnetic call of the Son of God, without the spirit
realizing it; every harm done to the body of flesh
by means of cosmetics, shall be seen in a macrocosmic size; the complex-ridden women shall see
with their own eyes, the horrible agonies which
they subdued multitudes of living pores; this
drama shall be known in the weeping and gnashing
of teeth as the torture of the little ones; then the
vain women of the world shall understand the
infinite meaning of simplicity; the reason of its
teaching on the part of the divine Gospel of God;
the cherubs of flesh and pores have got free will
as the spirit does; and they shall complain that the
vain spirit tried to suicide them or kill them; the
accusers are multitudes which during the trials of
life got to know the influence of the spirit; the
multitudes enclosed in the everything of the
human body, received magnetic saturations which
were good or bad; the strange phenomenon of
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vanity is a magnetism of darkness; the multitudes
of cherubs and pores shall demand in the divine
judgment of God, that the vain spirit pay likewise
by living in future existences of darkness; the payment is one existence for each molecule of flesh;
and it is more likely for one who did not attempt
against his pores to be defended by his own pores
of flesh, in the divine judgment of God, than for
one who took the strange licentiousness of attempting against just one sole pore of flesh; the offense
against one is an offense against all of them; they,
the pores of flesh make one common cause; this is
why when the spirit feels pain, the physical pain
makes itself be felt all over the body; what is common was in each one’s own pores; which means
that the spirit should have imitated what is common in all the problems in life, by means of its own
thinking; for it would have created an egalitarian
life system, with a sincerity which would have been
impossible to be replaced; if it did not happen that
way, it was because the members of the beast did
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not care about what is microscopic, which their
own bodies contained; they did not care for what
is inside; they just came up with building their
hopes up on what is outside; creating an incomplete, unequal and imbalanced spirituality for the
human life system; what is human spiritual by not
taking into account its most microscopic human
unit, disinherited itself from the Kingdom of Heavens; for it had been taught on God’s part, that every
little and humble is first in the Father’s Kingdom;
those who created the strange life system based on
gold as a unique source, had the origin of every
vanity, which does not receive any award of light;
and the more vain one was in the trials of life, the
more strange and imbalanced spirituality had the
human creature for him/herself; and the spirit got
more infinitely away from the Kingdom of Heavens;
no vain being shall see the Kingdom again, until
they have paid up to the last molecule and second
of their vanity; the trials of life consisted in gaining
the greatest simplicity that the human mind can
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imagine for the spirit; the simplicity proper of a
child; the vain people of the world could not have
the joy proper of a child; for the own strange complex of vanity stopped and entertained them, while
the seconds of life slid away; a human instant of
illusion left them once more out of the Kingdom
of Heavens; not knowing how to continue being a
child even when being an adult, shall constitute
for the human spirit in the weeping and gnashing
of teeth, one of the saddest dramas; for it is more
likely for a child to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for a so-called adult; the child has not been
caught yet by the calculated vanity; the human gender had the opportunity of continuing being children even after being children; for they had the free
will of choosing this or that determination; what
the immoral world of gold got to know, no one was
able to escape from its strange influence; this is
why none of them enters the Kingdom of Heavens
again; it is more likely for one who achieved the
feat of not letting him/herself be surprised by the
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strange influence that gold and the material possession exerted over their spirit, to enter the Kingdom again; the human drama which is their own
weeping and gnashing of teeth was created by the
own life system, called capitalism; by which it is
easy to deduce that it is more likely for those who
in their trials of life did not get to know the strange
life system called capitalism, to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for those who had the misfortune
of living in this strange selfish world; it was divinely
warned to them through centuries of anticipation,
that none of them would enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; the divine parable of the needle and the
camel, contained the divine warning for the socalled capitalism; for the term rich is a strange
product of capitalism; rich and capitalism are
inseparable; for capitalism is the only one in the
world that produces rich people; humility does not
produce them; the so-called christian world overlooked the divine parable-warning; and this world
also let itself be influenced by a strange life system,
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in which no one who got to know it, no one
requested it to God; for nothing unfair is requested
to God; including the unfair life systems or with
unequal laws; having the christian world let itself
be surprised by its own life system, shall constitute
one of the most perplexing psychological enigmas,
which shall be analyzed and studied by the coming
generations; for the strange world which emerged
from the strange laws of gold is the principal cause
of the weeping and gnashing of teeth; just like in
the old world, the strange and immoral way of living of the ancient people gave way to the terrible
judgment of Sodom and Gomorrah; the trials of
the human life was requested by everyone with no
exception; and every request of life made to God
becomes a divine mandate which came out of a
determined place in the Universe; and all the infinite places of divine mandates subordinate themselves to only one; it is the eternal succession of
trinities of places, lovingly subordinated to the
divine Father Jehovah; the place in which humanity
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made their requests of life to God, was in the suns
Alpha and Omega of the galaxy Trino; the vain
people of the trials of life shall not enter their
places of origin; for they shall have to pay in future
existences what they did in seconds; it is more
likely for one who did not get to know any vanity,
to enter the place where they came out of; than for
one who got to know vanity for just one second;
vanity leads one nowhere, for it is not from the
Kingdom of Heavens; the vain being disinherits
her/himself; many got infected by seeing others in
the trials of life; the vain beings condemned others
through the eyes; he who invented this or that
fashion, tempted millions in vanity; for simplicity
should have always reigned from the beginning to
the end; if it did not happen that way, it was because
the world was deluded for what called more the
attention among the human beings; the distortion
of the own simplicity, became present through the
eyes; this strange drama was provoked by the pharaonic dynasties; they with their extraordinary
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influence over the creatures of the old world, irradiated the art in dress; everyone was dazzled and
no one wanted to be less; this is the cause why
vanity took over the world; simplicity in dress was
not given its starting point; for they had surpassed
the spirit in its own esteem; and the eyes were used
as vehicles; the history of vanity shall be seen by
the world of trials on the solar television; the vain
women of the world have never made the effort of
finding out if the strange complex of being vain is
in the divine Gospel of God or not; for beauty as
well as all the other virtues of the spirit, shall speak
in the divine judgment of God, in its law of beauty;
none of those who wore the odd cosmetics, none
of them shall know beauty again; it is the weeping
and gnashing of teeth of those who did no trust in
the own beauty which they themselves requested
God; the weeping and gnashing of teeth was in the
innermost expression of the molecule of the own
life system; for the violation of the divine law of
God, reduced to its most microscopic expression,
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is enclosed in the interior of all the molecules; the
molecules of the cosmetics left their strange magnetic influence through the molecules of flesh of
the vain woman; it is like introducing putrefaction
into what was healthy and natural; the free wills
of the molecules had not requested God the strange
influence of the cosmetics; they had requested neither what is false nor what is artificial; certainly
every make up was a poisoning for multitudes of
pores of flesh; the vain spirit has to render account
in the divine judgment of God of why it poisoned
what had just been lent to her/him for an instant;
this instant enclosed multitudes of covenants
which the spirit made with what is invisible and
microscopic, in order to be able to know a form of
life which he/she did not know; the trials of life
consisted in respecting up to the last molecule of
oneself; the vain women of the world did not want
to recognize this respect; for they had a strange
spirituality which in all the instants of their lives,
they worried more for what was outside than for
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what was inside; the vain women of the world constituted themselves in whitened and embellished
buildings from the outside, and corrupted from the
inside; the lack of simplicity for what is outside
comes from the inside; what takes place inside the
mind reverberates outside; the odd exterior artifice,
hid a strange spiritual insecurity at every instant;
the drama of hypocrisy and the comedy of what is
false, was secured while the vain spirit fed her/his
complex; the sleep of the vain women has got a
painful waking up; while they slept in their vanities, the seconds which were equivalent to a future
existence of light or darkness, were accumulating;
while the vain women exalted themselves in their
everything, the drama of the weeping and gnashing
of teeth emerged from the most microscopic of
what their minds could imagine; from what they
believed would never ever return, the future of
their own justices was born; the sowing was second
by second; the weeping of the vain women of the
world shall be a weeping of time wasted; the drama
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of the illusion which took future existences of light
away from everyone; the strange distortion of the
creature who did not know how to link the own
value of life with the time gone by; the strange
sleep and the devaluation of the own life; the
adjustment of the sensations in order to attain an
illegal well-being, gave a natural continuity of what
was erroneous, of what would not have an award
in the divine judgment of God; the creators of the
odd life system imposed by the use of force, gave
no other alternative; and the spiritual struggle in
order to attain a perfection of God’s pleasure,
would be infinitely more difficult; the drama was
created by the official part with its cold and calculating psychology; the rock of the human law could
not knock down the human vanity; for such strange
law accommodated its own perfection, in order to
secure the reign over the Earth; the human laws
and their creators did not care a bit that their followers were vain people; and much less that they
saved their souls or not; they themselves led the
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fall of the world of trials; they put the rock of the
world to sleep and forced the world to continue
being asleep; for they offered them the force as an
alternative; the individual search for knowing the
truth, found a formidable obstacle in its own life
system; this odd obstacle which was the strange
psychology of the beast, is paid second by second,
molecule by molecule by the creators of the socalled capitalism; for they are the first and only
guilty ones of the human tragedy; they by creating
selfishness in their own laws, made the fall of
everyone official; the character and the essence of
the human individualities were getting used to the
distortion of the own living; the attachment to
what is of men, made their own destinies a limited
and strange conformism to the eternity of God; the
faith of the world turned into a circumstantial faith
and without a content of illustration; the strange
prudishness emerged with the odd influence of
adoring images; the adoration towards the unique
God got divided in adoration to minor hierarchies;
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the same ones who the Eternal had created, the
same ones were adored by them; this is to belittle
the Glory of God; the human life system participated in this belittling of the Eternal’s Glory; for
even in the most microscopic tasks of the life system, was a strange form of the distortion of what
is of God; the violation of the law of God invaded
all the fields of the human knowledge; it was the
science of good, a product of a strange and unknown
life system, which in its strange laws included what
is unequal; not everyone share the same of what
this strange life system offered; those who were
more favored in the reign of the beast, less or
almost nothing shall they receive in the divine
judgment of God; for it is more likely for one who
received a little or nothing from the strange life
system of men to receive an award of light, than
for one who had more than another in the trials of
life; blessed are the long-suffering and those who
were dispossessed and did not complain; for they
shall be given eternity; those who took away from
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others shall not receive eternity; those who in the
distribution of the own interests, covered more
than enough; he who got more in an unfair life
system, receives less in the divine judgment of God;
the beast of the world became conceited of its technology and its science; the blind beast never wondered if such technology and such science either
pleased God or not; and since nothing unfair
pleases God, the strange science and technology of
the beast shall disappear from the human evolution; for every tree of injustice is uprooted in the
divine judgments of God; it is more likely for the
trees of justice to remain; but, justice is not of this
world; for wherever unfair life systems emerge,
what is fair never sprouts; only the life systems
with egalitarian laws, produce justice; therefore,
in the trials of the human life there was never justice; and just a few demanded it; just a few protested against an odd life system, which no one in
humanity had requested God; blessed are those
who in remote planets of trials, protested against
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what was not from the Kingdom of Heavens; and
weeping and gnashing for those who did not protest; for the easy-attitude and indifferent beings
regarding what is unfair and unequal shall only
find pain and tears; the departure of the beast of
this world shall be amidst terrifying earthquakes
provoked by the divine solar verb of the First-born
Son; this shall be so because the beast had recurred
to the use of force; and it had improved the force
during its odd and ephemeral reign; the beast by
doing it, chose how its future and divine judgment
would be; force by force, fire by fire, violence by
violence; for the divine judgments of God, are sensation by sensation; if the beast, creator of the socalled capitalism, had not created the State of force,
the divine judgment of God would not use the force
of the divine elements of nature; in all the planets
of trials, the own creatures are the ones who by
means of the own acts, choose the characteristics
that their own divine judgments shall have; it is
the perfection of God to the service of those who
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requested divine planetary judgments; if those who
created the life system on Earth would have done
it on the basis of kindness, then humanity would
find kindness in their divine judgment; but the
creators of the life system on Earth did it on the
basis of self-interest, calculation, distrust, exploitation, shrewdness; they used all the attributes of
the demon; this is why humanity shall have to confront the most horrifying earthquakes, never lived
in all their history; it is the divine wrath of Jehovah
God, by means of His children the elements; the
final result of the trials of life was, either they
ended up in love or violence; and everyone knows
that they ended up in violence; everyone witnessed
that man did not want to renounce the use of force;
the divine judgment of God surprises him in the
strange use and the strange practice of the force;
the complex brought from other existences was
repeated again; the strange primitivism of getting
complex-ridden by the use of force, in order to
impose what they cannot impose by reasoning;
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everything could have been done with the use of
reasoning; if the opposite took place, it was because
of the selfish and mean life system created by those
who were influenced by gold; the fear of a greater
intelligence than theirs, tempted them with the
use of force; the odd attachment to what is material
and the little or no importance to whether there
was a God or not, made the rest of the tragedy; if
it was divinely written that every spirit sleeps,
those who were influenced by gold and those who
were influenced by the use of arms, were the ones
who slept the most profoundly; they were the most
mundane who through their odd complexes showed
it that way; the violation of the divine law of God,
was hidden under the costume of duty; a strange
duty unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; for it
was a duty that obeyed two or more masters; in
circumstances in which the spirit had promised in
its place of origin to serve just one Master; those
who were influenced by the arms by serving the
so-called superior, served many masters and forgot
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about the Lord of Light, who had given them life;
and it is more likely for those who in the trials of
life did not forget to serve the Lord of Light, to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who
fell asleep and fell into a strange forgetfulness;
those who served many masters shall be called
traitors in the weeping and gnashing of teeth; and
amidst terrifying earthquakes and tsunamis, they
shall recognize that Jehovah Lord of the Light is
very jealous with his divine laws; those who served
many masters in the trials of life shall be told in
the divine judgment of God, to request those who
they served and obeyed their resurrection into children; for having them requested to serve just one
Lord only, they divided the request themselves;
their strange mental licentiousness made the attribute and quality of their master become distorted;
for the masters they served and obeyed in life, have
got no power to give a new life; they do not even
have it for their own selves; the trials of life consisted in only praising God and not in praising
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sinners, who many of them are future condemned
ones by the Son of God; in the divine Final Judgment, the First-born Son shall separate the traitors
to the promise made to God amidst the multitudes;
He shall separate those who subordinate themselves to the so-called officers of the so-called
armed forces, emerged during the odd reign of the
beast; for those who subordinately were under the
command of the human masters, and they paid
homage to them, they shall go with the human
masters; but they do not go with God; it is more
likely for one who in the trials of life had the delicacy of not confusing his Master, to go with God;
for it was taught that the Lord of Heavens was very
jealous; no one who served another by means of
the so-called militarism, none of them shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one
who served others by means of the divine evangelic
morality to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the socalled militarism was not taught by God, nor by
my First-born Son, nor by any prophet; the strange
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and unknown militarism is not a tree planted by
God; and it shall be uprooted from the human evolution; in fact, everything that is not written in the
divine Gospel of God, nothing shall remain of
them; for it was written that the Son of God shall
substitute everything; the strange world of inequality shall be replaced by the world of equality; for
what is of God is fair and egalitarian; and it could
not be otherwise; one had to have thought in the
trials of life that God never backs up self-interested
life systems; for meanness is not of the Kingdom
of Heavens; those who thought in the so-called
capitalism as the only life system and thought of
God at the same time, fell in their trials; they marginalized themselves from the Kingdom of Heavens; they remained out of the Kingdom of God; for
the so-called capitalism is not of the Kingdom of
Heavens; in the divine judgment of God, there shall
be those who were wrong in the trials of life, and
those who were not wrong; those who supported
capitalism in their ideals were wrong; for they did
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not know how to distinguish what is rotten from
what is sane; what corrupted and what did not
corrupt; those who built their hopes up on the
strange world of the strange laws of gold, fell by
supporting a strange and doubtful freedom; which
indeed was licentiousness; and one of the worst
licentiousness; for its supporters did not even
remotely think of the unification of the planet; they
placed themselves in the position of what is impossible; and indeed it was possible; and it was so in
any epoch of the planet; what happened was that
the strange complex towards gold in the individualities, stopped them; they fell into a strange limit
of evolution; they annulled any possible philosophy
for the world to be unified; this drama is one of the
most demoniac ones that exist; it is a strange licentiousness which makes the planets of trials real
hell-planets; it is the destiny of every planetary life
system, whose creatures did not have the great
ability of creating a unique philosophy that would
brotherly unite everybody; this means that a
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science of good emerges, which shall not remain;
which means that every effort made on the planet
of trials which never got united, is taken away and
disappears from the divine events of the divine
judgment of God; this is what shall happen to the
so-called capitalism; this strange life system did
not have as a basis the divine Gospel of God; it had
as a basis a strange complex of possession, belonging to darkness; and therefore unknown in the
Kingdom of Heavens; in the trials of life one had
to know how to distinguish the life system that
would please God or not; those who supported the
so-called capitalism, did not do it; and by not doing
they created their own future weeping and gnashing
of teeth themselves; they did not realize or either
overlooked it, that from the moment a life system
is unfair and self-interested, such life system is not
of the Eternal’s pleasure; and the world had in their
own past the lessons of the unfair life systems; for
of all those kingdoms that existed, no one did the
divine Father Jehovah let remain; the so-called
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capitalism is one more added to the list of the ones
already gone; for it is more likely for a life system
that exalted the divine Father in its own divine
laws, for the Father to let it remain on Earth, than
for Him to give preference to one that distorted
them; those who supported capitalism did not
know how to support what is of God; they had a
microscopic moral concept of the divine Commandments of God; just as the vain beings of the
world had; those who in their ideals supported odd
life systems, which in their strange laws included
the entire immorality which the so-called capitalism contained, contributed to their own perdition;
for they supported evil; and he who supports evil
does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the vain
women of the world were the victims of the own
life system; for the advertisers and the deluders of
the needs, did not take too long; the vain women
fell with an astonishing easiness; the fall formed a
long chain generation after generation; the trials
of life had the own sensations which the spirits
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requested God as difficulties; in order to have overcome everything, the human beings should have
known another life system; one which had egalitarian laws, similar or like the divine laws of the Kingdom of Heavens; the precipitation of shrewdness
impeded it; and no one said nothing from the
beginning; and what is illegal became legal; what
is artificial, what is false in the microscopic instant
became legalized and was projected in the everything above everything of each deluded life; the
strange sleep distorted the own life; and parallel
to it boredom, proper of what has no destiny, took
place; the boredom of the beast that teaches nothing; which deludes everybody, entertains, makes
them waste time, and leaves them at the own doors
of suicide; here vanity stands out; those who excessively tried the articles of illusion; and by falling
into excess, they imbalanced their own destiny;
they requested God a balanced destiny; which
means without the intervention of even one molecule of darkness; by falling into vanities, such
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spirits imbalanced the own harmony of the own
light; the vain women of the world wanted to create
a heaven for themselves, without renouncing the
complexes of darkness; they certainly annulled
themselves; for one cannot serve two masters; for
one requested to serve only the Lord of the Light;
which means that one requested to serve God in a
life system which excluded every form of vanity;
all the sensations requested to God, absolutely all,
led one to the Kingdom of the light; to the eternal
desire of the immortal return to the Kingdom of
Heavens; there would be a new and future return
to the place of origin in everyone, providing that
in the path of life the so-called capitalism would
not have come across; or any other life system
which had also taken the strange licentiousness of
not taking Him into account in their laws; for the
Eternal is everywhere; the trials of life consisted
in not only worshipping God, according to the creature’s individuality, but to adore Him in the customs which emerged from the own life system; one
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had to relate what is down below with what is up
above; one had to relate the events lived on Earth
with those which one wanted to live up in Heaven;
in order to attain a fair future, one had to be fair
too, in the microscopic present that was being lived
on a distant and very remote planet of trials; those
who fell into the strange vanity were neither fair
with themselves nor with God; which means that
they shall continue living in unfair worlds where
reality is disguised; for vanity is just that; a strange
disguise which someone brought from the galaxies
of darkness.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3425.-
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THE STRANGE FASHIONS WHICH CAME OUT OF THE
STRANGE AND UNKNOWN LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH
CAME OUT OF THE LAWS OF GOLD, DISTORTED
THE NATURALITY, A SIBLING OF HUMILITY; WHAT
IS ARTIFICIAL IS NOT FROM THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS; WHAT IS NATURAL IS SO; WHAT IS
ARTIFICIAL DIVIDES THE POINTS ATTAINED BY THE
SPIRIT IN WHAT IS NATURAL; WHAT IS NATURAL IS
OF AN ETERNAL HIERARCHY IN THE KINGDOM OF
HEAVENS; WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL IS EPHEMERAL AND
IT DISAPPEARS WITH THE DIVINE FINAL JUDGMENT;
FOR AFTER THE DIVINE JUDGMENT, A NEW WORLD
IS BORN WITH A NEW HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY; IT
IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO IN THE TRIALS
OF LIFE PREFERRED WHAT IS NATURAL, TO ENTER
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR THEY PREFERRED
WHAT IS SIMPLE AND HUMBLE FROM THE KINGDOM,
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THAN FOR THOSE WHO LET THEMSELVES BE
INFLUENCED BY WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL, WHICH CAME
OUT OF MEN.Yes little son; what is strange which came out of an
odd life system, receives nothing in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the strange fashions of those who lived
in the strange world of gold, shall never return to
their places of origin; one returns to his/her place
of origin, when the creature kept his/her innocence
on the remote planets; to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens again is to return to one’s place of origin;
the places of origin are infinite in the Father; and
all the places of origin are assimilated to one place
only; the divine power of Father Jehovah transports
everything in an instantaneous form; and everything at the same time is in its own place; when
the spirits request the Father to know a form of
life, the spirits promise the Father to live on the
remote planetary dwellings, forms of life, similar
to those they saw in the Kingdom of Heavens; in
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this consisted the trials of the human life; every
trial has something to overcome; that is why it is
called a trial; not for nothing a divine Final Judgment was announced; I verily say unto you that in
a remote point in the infinity, they are waiting for
you so that you render account of your acts in the
trials of life; all those who live on some planet of
the cosmos, have got a common point in space;
it is this generation’s turn to be judged on this
planet; for having everyone a place of origin, your
free will requested the Father to be judged on the
planet Earth; I verily say unto you that all those
who wore odd fashions, shall have their weeping
and gnashing of teeth; they shall be called strange
in the new world; and all those who are called
strange, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens
again; and from afar and with tears in their eyes
they shall see the scenes of the Kingdom; for I verily say unto you that the new Kingdom is initiated
by watching microscopic scenes in the terrestrial
atmosphere; these divine scenes shall be getting
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bigger as the greatest Revolution which came out
of the Final Judgment advances over the Earth;
the initiation of the new Kingdom is the initiation
of the Open Heavens; just as it happened at the
beginning of this world; nothing is impossible for
the Creator of everything; the microscopic beginning of the Kingdom of Heavens on this planet, is
an eternal beginning which came out of the own
humility; for it was written that one has to be very
little and humble in order to become greater in
the Kingdom of Heavens; the divine law of the
Father is fulfilled in what is known and what is
unknown; in what is seen and what is not seen;
in this strange world which came out of odd laws
of gold, many scandalized with their own sex; the
strange freedom which they were instilled with
in the trials of life, made them fall; this strange
freedom was indeed an odd licentiousness; for this
strange concept-freedom included the licentiousness of forgetting what was promised to the Father;
either one fulfills what was promised to God or not;
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if one makes things halfway, one does not receive
the entire award; and by not receiving the entire
award, the interested ones do not enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; nothing incomplete enters
the Kingdom again; behold what happened to the
odd christian world; odd because it divided itself; a
strange world divided them; for its members served
gold, and tried to serve the living God; they did
not renounce the Lord of gold, in the trials of life;
they were not authentic in the faith; they were not
sincere; at every instant, second by second, the socalled christians, who served two masters, divided
their award; I verily say unto you, children of the
world, that you should have struggled against the
odd life system, which came out of the strange laws
of gold, in the trials of life; Did you not know then
that this strange life system included inequality?
Did you not know then that the humble and the
Father’s preferred ones underwent every kind of
injustices and lacks? And you, what did you do in
order to defend what is of the Father? Certainly
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he who did nothing, receives nothing; he who did
something, receives something; he who surrenders
his life in order to improve the life conditions of
others, sees the Glory of the Kingdom; for they
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you
that every so-called revolutionary have attained the
eternal award themselves; every form of revolution
that combatted the demon of gold, constitutes the
greatest form of charity; the collective charity; the
charity that benefited many; and the indifferent
one, who did he benefit? Those who made themselves be called impartial in the struggles which
there were in the trials of life, benefited nobody;
such strange easy-attitude beings shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is more likely for
a blind and deaf to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for those who had mouth, eyes and ears, and
who made themselves be called impartial, in the
trials of life; the more impartial one was in the trials of life, the further away is the spirit from the
Kingdom of Heavens; each one fixed their own
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galactic position, according to the work done in
the trials of life, which the own spirit requested
Father Jehovah.-

There are infinite silver ships in space, which see
everything; they await divine orders from the Kingdom of Heavens; in the case of the Earth, the flying
saucers are waiting for the instant of the initiation
of the divine Final Judgment; they, the solar crew,
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are used to participating in planetary judgments;
they have been doing it from world to world; there
is a book of life in each celestial vessel; the true
history of the Earth is written in it; for nothing is
hidden in the book of life; as men are accustomed
to do with their own histories; the book of life of
the flying saucers is the same book of life of the
Kingdom of Heavens; for what is up above is the
same as down below; the book of life is a color television, in which the own elements of the natures of
the planets participate; the elements do not lie in
their living laws of elements; such strange complex
belongs to the human creature; the world shall see
the book of life; the most fascinating and wonderful
work of the infinite Cosmos; the solar television
forms a whole with all that was created; and there
is no thinking spirit who is not a protagonist of his
own work on the planets; when the strange world
which came out of the odd laws of gold see the
book of life, many shall commit suicide; it is the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; everything occult
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comes out to light; for such are the divine universal
judgments; for the judgments which came out of
Father Jehovah, start from the basis that nothing
was hidden in the trials of life; that in this world
nothing occult was known; for no one in this world
requested the Father the odd and unknown complex of hiding the acts done; for humanity to commit suicide because of the own acts, is that such fall
came out of them; for throughout the human history, men created a strange life system; they did not
base themselves on the Father’s Scriptures; from
the selfish and complex-ridden men towards gold
came out a tragic imbalance which leads them to
their own weeping and gnashing of teeth; destiny
was violated in itself; individuality by individuality; the imitation transmitted the error through
the customs from generation to generation; what
is illegal was becoming legal; what was initiated in
an instant, covered centuries; and all the instants
of all the centuries are also judged, instant by
instant; the book of universal life or solar television
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shall show the world, instant by instant an entire
unknown past; in which many were protagonists,
living in other existences; and they did not remember it in the present life, for they had requested the
Father to live and feel the living oblivion of the past
in themselves; many shall recognize themselves
in the book of life; many shall weep because in
the human life trials they had disowned and even
ridiculed the existence of other existences; they
had forgot that every spirit is born again; that in
order to understand the Father’s infinity, one had
to be born throughout all eternity; for what comes
out of the Father has neither a beginning nor an
end; and since the Father created everything, is
that the everything above everything has neither a
beginning nor an end; the everything above everything includes the existences of the spirits; he who
believed in his sole existence, shall not know more
existences; for the negation came out of oneself;
those who negated the infinity of Father Jehovah,
negated themselves; for the living elements of the
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Universe shall deny making covenants of future
lives with the spirit who denied God’s infinity; Woe
betide those who thought that way in the trials of
life! For they shall find no consolation in any part of
the Cosmos; the strange negations made towards
the Eternal are transmitted from world to world;
from sun to sun; from cosmos to cosmos; from
galaxy to galaxy; behold every scandalous being
of love, practiced an odd negation of the Father’s
divine morality; each fact and each act done in the
trials of life, claims for a form of morality; and the
perfect form of morality, does not precisely come
out of an odd and unknown life system, unknown
in the Kingdom of Heavens; and if the strange
life system, inspired in the possession of gold, is
not of the Kingdom, it is of darkness; for every
self-interest came out of darkness; nothing that is
self-interested exists in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for everything is common there; necessity does
not exist; the strange capitalist world, whose god
was gold, made of necessity its own food; without
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necessity it cannot exploit; now it is their turn to
be exploited; with the same rod which the ambitious beings of the world measured they shall be
measured in this existence and in other existences,
in other worlds; for each molecule of ambition corresponds to them one existence out of the Kingdom
of Heavens.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY STRANGE LOVING SCENE DONE IN THE
STREETS IS A SCORE OF DARKNESS FOR ITS PROTAGONISTS; SUCH STRANGE MORALITY WAS NOT
REQUESTED BY ANYONE TO THE FATHER; EVERY
IMMORAL WHO MADE OF LOVE A PUBLIC SCENE,
SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS;
SUCH IMMORAL BEINGS HAVE TO CALCULATE THE
NUMBER OF SECONDS, WHICH THE TIME OF EVERY
PUBLIC IMMORALITY CONTAINED; EACH SECOND
OF IMMORALITY IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, IS EQUIVALENT TO LIVING AN EXISTENCE OUT OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.Yes little son; no scandalous being of the trials of
life, no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens
again; even if the scandal was less than a second;
this law of justice which might seem too strict to
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many, is not; it is not from the moment one comes
to life with first-hand knowledge; no one came
to life being forced; and all the human beings by
asking to know the life in which they are, they
requested and promised the divine Father Jehovah
to be judged after the trials of life, above everything; the term-request-promise made by those
who requested to know one of the infinite forms
of life, is what is rigorous; you were rigorous in
the request of life, for oneself; the infinite power
of God is not subject to anything imperfect; nor to
anything conditional; and you by requesting a judgment above everything, you included everything
imaginable in it; you included what is visible and
invisible; what you can see and touch and what
you cannot see and feel; even the most microscopic
thing that your mind got to know in the trials of
life is judged; in the Kingdom of Heavens the judgments are requested as the forms of life that one
wants to know are requested; for nothing imaginable has got any limits in the Father; he who
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thought the contrary in the trials of life shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the negation in
the Father does not lead to any destiny of light;
scandal is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for precisely no scandalous being who came from
the infinite worlds in the Cosmos, no one has ever
entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; the strange
scandal is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens;
nor is it taught in the divine Gospel of the Father;
the odd scandal emerged in the human creature
because of the strange influence of the odd licentiousness, which came out of the strange psychology of gold; the strange scandal was inseparable
from the odd life system, which came out of the
laws of gold; if men would have created another
life system, scandal would not exist; nor would
the divine Father Jehovah have anything against
you; certainly all the life systems of all the planets
have got free will, in order to choose their own life
systems; but, when they do it by disregarding the
Holy Scriptures and the divine Commandments,
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what they do is to lead all those who are forced to
imitate them to tragedy; the worst tragedy of every
creature is not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens
again; this tragedy was announced in the divine
Gospel of Father Jehovah; and there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth, thus says the divine
Word of the Father; it is just that in the trials of
life very few gave the proper importance to the
divine warnings of the Father; none of those who
did not give the proper importance to what is of the
Father, no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; they let themselves be deluded by the
strange psychology emerged from the strange and
unknown life system, which came out of the odd
laws of gold; scandal is from darkness; it is of the
imperfections of the spirit, which still keep strange
sensations, a remote product which came out of
other experiences of life; every spirit when making
use of their free will, requests the Father what is
inconceivable; and so it is that many spirits have
lived in worlds of darkness; for every spirit is born
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again in order to know new experiences; the influence of the experiences occurred in the worlds of
darkness need to be overcome by the influence of
the worlds of light; no spirit was created evil; evil
and goodness are a product of the choice of the
spirit’s free will; the insistence before the divine
Father of getting to know this or that form of life,
leaves in the spirit’s characteristics infinite aspects;
which in their entirety constitute the individuality;
in the last request of life, the human spirits promised the divine Father Jehovah not to immoralize
in the trials of life; for all knew that the Earth, a
microscopic planet, called dust planet, was a world
of the light; and immorality is not; that is why every
scandalous being of the human trials of life, shall
regret in an infinite degree to have requested the
trials of life; for having scandalized just a microscopic world of the light, the rest of the worlds of
the infinite Cosmos shall oppose that such scandalous spirits step on a future world of the light again;
this is because matter and spirit have got free will
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in the Kingdom of Heavens; every incredible thing
becomes a reality in the Kingdom of Heavens; nothing is impossible in the divine dwelling of Father
Jehovah; the scandalous beings shall never see any
light again; until they pay up to the last molecule
or seconds of their scandals; no scandalous being
shall be resurrected into a twelve-year-old child in
the year 2001; and they shall see the resurrection
of others with tears in their eyes; of those who did
have a sane morality in their dwellings of flesh;
worthy to receive again the eternal life; once more
the scandalous beings had the glorious opportunity
of not being so; they created the drama themselves;
for they had free will in the trials of life.-
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Yes little son; this celestial drawing is the same
one which you have been seeing since you were a
child; its meaning is infinite; here you can see the
ideas generated by the human minds; every idea
is born in an Alpha linear geometry, and ends in
a circular Omega; every idea is of color; the flying
saucers surround the planets of the Cosmos, in
order to collect the ideas of their creatures; every
idea beginning from the age of twelve is selected
by the Solar Parents of the flying saucers; the ideas
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with an influence of darkness are taken away from
the group; for nothing strange must remain in the
spaces of the light; and among the ideas of darkness
are the ideas of the scandalous ones; no so-called
couple of the strange world which came out of the
calculation towards gold, shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens again; it is more likely for one who did
not get to know love, but did not commit scandal
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
having known love, fell into scandal; love should
have never been exhibited in the streets of the
world; for they exhibited the Father; the strange
love born among those who requested to know a
form of life, had a strange psychology; this odd
love did not have the divine seal of Father Jehovah; for none of its strange protagonists knew the
divine Gospel of the Father by memory; everyone
requested to fulfill what is of the Father, above
everything, in the trials of life; the term: Above
everything was a promise which came out of the
spiritual free will of each one; this term includes
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everything imaginable; it includes the own love
of strange psychology; the strange concept of love
which the human creatures had, during the trials
of life, was because of the odd self-interested world
they had to live in; the trials of life consisted in
overcoming this odd influence; some more, some
less; each one’s individuality had to confront a
strange form of selfish life; no one in this strange
world thought of the infinity, during the development of the magnetism called love; no one linked
the eternity with this sensation; it was a strange
disjointed love; it was a strange product of a strange
form of life, unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens;
I verily say unto you that this kind of love does not
enter the Kingdom; no so-called human couple has
entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; since the
world is world; nor shall any of them enter; all the
generation shall have its weeping and gnashing of
teeth; for the odd capitalism influenced everyone;
if vice came out of the so-called capitalism, scandal
and every form of immorality, is that capitalism is
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guilty of no one who got to know love, during its
reign, enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; I verily say unto you that, amidst a weeping and gnashing of teeth, all the so-called human couples and
married couples, shall get separated; for by being
united violating the divine law of the Father at
every instant, makes the strange couple or strange
married couple to get more and more further away
from the Kingdom of Heavens; this getting further
away has been taking place since the precise instant
in which the so-called couples met each other; and
still continues second by second up to the right
instant of separation; and every child, a product
of those unions, receives in his/her own flesh an
odd inheritance which shall stop them from entering the Kingdom of Heavens again; this is why
it was written: Parents shall curse their parents;
children shall curse their father and mother; and
every mother the fruit of their wombs; for every
inheritance is as expansive as the own Universe;
what is up above is the same as down below; the
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most minimal sensation becomes a universe which
shall never stop from getting expanded; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of all those who procreated in a strange and unknown life system; if the
odd life system which came out of the strange laws
of gold is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens,
its actors or protagonists, are not either; they turn
to be unknown; the heavens close; behold the payment that one receives for having lived a strange
form of life, which included the odd licentiousness; starting from the licentiousness of choosing
forms of life, without taking the divine Father into
account; I verily say unto you that if you had taken
the divine Father into account, this world would
not have been ruled by the immoral beings, who
got clung to gold; the complex-ridden beings to
gold would not have been the ones who would
mandate on you; it would have been the humble
who would have governed themselves; and I verily
say unto you that only them shall remain on this
planet; for every tree that was not planted by the
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divine Father shall be pulled out from its roots; and
one of the major trees is the so-called capitalism
or great beast; the beast is the trunk and its followers the branches; this means that the strange
beast comes from other worlds of darkness; this
is why the beast is intelligent and shrewd; it has
science to dominate; but, every science as every
life has got its time; they have got their reign and
end; the beast was surprised by the end of time;
its star is fading away; and the beast agonizes; its
agony has got nothing of humility; for the true
humility does not come out of the self-interested
beings; the true humility comes out of the longsuffering and the poor; the beast wants to destroy
everything in its fall; for being hurt in its pride, the
strange beast shall never accept to have a secondary roll in the world events; the beast only knows
the odd morality, which came out of the possession of gold; and the more gold the beast had, the
more strange was its morality; so strange it was
that it turned into an immorality; the beast shall
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meet the First-born Son; and for the first time, the
strange beast will not be able to kill its enemy; as
it was its odd habit; the last members of the beast,
those who did not commit suicide shall fall under
the terrible extinguishing fire of the Son of God;
behold the beast was a strange product of a group
of ambitious beings who were complex-ridden to
the first illusion of possession; this strange group
emerged in the mysterious pharaonic epoch; it was
in this era in which humanity was infected by the
possession of material things; this strange habit
does not exist in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
pharaohs, galactic creatures, left in this world the
greatest sensation of selfishness: materialism; this
strange insatiable yoke, led the human psychology
to get divided in nations; the strange sensation of
ambition led the world through a strange path; it
is called strange for the result of this path, through
the centuries, led humanity to face a divine judgment; a judgment which could have been avoided
as well; if the first men of the trials of life would
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have opposed a mental resistance to the strange
sensation of possession, a new living psychology
would have gotten extended throughout the world;
for everything that the mind generates is infinitely
expansive; if each one makes his own heaven, the
inherited heaven of this world is a product of their
own work; the perfect measure of the judgment
that corresponds to each one emerges from the
human actions; not a single molecule more, not a
single molecule less; this is the divine judgment
above everything; a characteristic requested by
all humanity; in which not even the most microscopic thing that the mind can imagine, remains
excluded; for having Father Jehovah created everything imaginable is that everything imaginable is
judged; therefore the divine Power of the Revelation comes out of the divine Father; it does not
come out of men; the human knowledge awaits for
a judgment; for such judgment was announced to
them many centuries ago; many generations have
passed; the divine Final Judgment is for the present
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one; for thus the spirits requested it in the remote
suns Alpha and Omega of the Macrocosm, called
Kingdom of Heavens.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO WROTE BAD WORDS OR IMMORAL
PHRASES ON THE WALLS OF THE WORLD, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; SUCH
IMMORAL CREATURES HAVE TO CALCULATE THE
SECONDS GONE BY OF THE TIME OF EXPOSITION
OF SUCH BAD WORDS; NO ONE REQUESTED THE
FATHER TO BE EITHER COARSE OR IMMORAL; FOR
EVERYONE KNEW IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS
THAT NO IMMORAL BEINGS FROM OTHER WORLDS
WOULD ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS AGAIN;
IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO OPPOSED
MENTAL RESISTANCE TO BAD WORDS TO ENTER
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO
LET HIMSELF BE DRIVEN BY THEM.Yes little son; every bad word whether they are
spoken or written is paid in the Final Judgment;
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no one requested bad words in the Kingdom of
Heavens; what is not requested in the Kingdom,
is not written in the Kingdom; and those who on
the remote planets did things which not even them
requested, shall not see the Father’s Glory; this was
written in Scripture psychology: Every tree which
the divine Father did not plant, shall be uprooted;
the strange bad words or immoral phrases are one
of the so many trees which did not come out of
the Kingdom; I verily say unto you that all those
who in the trials of life spoke bad words, it would
have been better for them not to have requested a
mouth; for he would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every coarse speaker shall have to calculate
his own bad words said in life; the mental effort
he will make in remembering them is taken into
account as a beginning of repentance; all those who
were coarse with others shall have to apologize in
the presence of the offended one; this act of justice
shall be taken as a beginning of repentance; every
mental repentance attains points of light; for it
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is a mental effort; the coarse beings of the world
shall have weeping and gnashing of teeth; but three
quarters of the total of bad words, are paid by those
who created and sustained the strange life system,
based on gold; the strange psychology of bad words
emerged from this strange world; if there was not
the strange psychology of the so-called capitalism, there would not be either coarse people nor
immoral beings in this world; if this strange world,
not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, would not
have made use of force, the coarse beings would
have had to pay all their sins; even if they have to
pay just one quarter, they do not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; one enters the Kingdom of Heavens
with the same innocence which one came out of;
the creature is nothing without innocence; his/her
spirit wanders without finding its place of origin;
which is the same as saying that it does not find the
Kingdom of Heavens; every coarse being has got an
infinite judgment; he/she has to confront an entire
army of little thinkers; he/she has to confront the
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accusations of the everything above everything;
he/she has to confront trillions of pores of his/
her body of flesh; trillions of pores of the bodies
of flesh which heard their bad words; of his/her
own virtues and of all those who heard them; and
if there were children, it would have been better
for the coarse and immoral beings of this world,
not to have born in this world! For they corrupted
the innocence; the Father uses the innocence in
order to create new worlds; since innocence is not
corrupted; his/her free will has got no complexes
as the adult has; the strange influence which came
out of gold, has not influenced his/her thinking
virtues; innocence is so glorious that it does not
need a judgment of any kind; neither up above nor
down below; when the spirit requests the Father
to know a form of life, the innocence of such
spirit runs risks; for the every above everything
requests to be trialed in what the spirit requests;
innocence is the Alpha and Omega of every cause;
up above as well as down below, innocence finds
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glory; satan always tries to blemish the innocence
of the Father’s children; for satan knows about the
glory of innocence; for he got to know it; innocence
expects the spirit to pay its debts to the Father;
for I verily say unto you that innocence has got its
free will; the everything above everything has got
innocence and free will, up to what is the most
microscopic; so it is that if everyone abandons a
spirit, this becomes terrorized; for its own destiny
remains in suspense; and a destiny in suspense
runs the risk with darkness; darkness does not
feel compassion with the defenseless; it does not
reason as light does; darkness is the opposite to
what one is; the light feels attracted to the light;
the coarse and immoral beings are easy preys for
darkness; for darkness considers that if a spirit
did this or that thing, which was not written in
the Kingdom of the Light, it belongs to them; it
is the galactic possession; the coarse beings and
every immoral one are seen being chased by demoniac forces, for at the least provocation of opposite
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sense, they believe they have the right to mandate
on this or that spirit; light and darkness compete
in the infinity; one can see both gigantic forces
striving for this or that Kingdom; they are battles
of the Macrocosm; which if you saw them, you
would die of terror; you would be a microbe which
observes something that has no end; the coarse and
immoral beings are some in the law of malediction;
the longer a bad word was exposed to the world,
the closer is the coarse spirit to the law of malediction; for each second that goes by, the army of the
little beings of what is invisible and what is visible, continues growing; even the molecules of the
walls and rocks where the bad words were written,
accuse the coarse spirit; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of all those who did not control
their mouths; of all those who were tempted in
solitude and wrote bad words; for even solitude
is living before the Father; solitude also accuses
all those who violated the laws of the Father; solitude requested the Father to be trialed, and also
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it to trial others; and it participated for a greater
experience to the human life; solitude is of infinite
hierarchies; solitude in the meditation regarding
the Father is the most sublime that exists in this
world; every coarse being shall be ashamed; for he/
she requested a judgment above everything imaginable; when this world of strange psychology is
uprooted, there shall not remain any coarse being
nor any living immoral being; and innocence shall
not be corrupted anymore; behold satan shall not
be able to extend his damned reign anymore; for
in order to extend it, he used many ways; the fall
of every coarse and immoral being marks the end
of one of those ways.-
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Yes little son; so it is; just as you knew it since
you were a child; all those who saw bad words
written by others have got the right of accusing
them before the Father; many in this world, got
corrupted by imitating others; sin enters through
the eyes; because of the coarse and immoral beings
many are out of the Kingdom of Heavens; the world
shall know all the coarse people who wrote bad
words on the walls of the world; none of these
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demons of immorality shall be resurrected into
new flesh, in the year 2001; the immoral beings
of the world shall have weeping and gnashing of
teeth; as those who seeing the Rolls of the Lamb of
God first did not change of life regarding morality,
shall not be resurrected into children either; for
such blind beings in what is spiritual, requested to
be the first before the Father; these blind beings of
the greatness of the Father missed the opportunity
of the Father’s chosen ones; for that was the divine
intention of the Father; the Father in his divine
free will chooses the children who live the highest morality that the mind can imagine; the divine
Father does not choose the complex-ridden beings
in their vanities; behold no effeminate shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; such strange influence
is a form of immorality before the Father; every
effeminate and vain being is a product of what is
most decadent, which came out of the strange life
system of gold; it is the degeneration of the own
effort promised to the Father; none of those who
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got to know the so-called fashions, of the strange
life system of gold, no one shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens again; I verily say unto you that no
one who was influenced by the beast’s psychology,
shall enter the Father’s Glory again; they will have
an opportunity again when they request Father
Jehovah a new form of life once more; a new being
born again; the life trials consisted in this; a trial
requested by each one of you; in the celestial drawing one can see the ideas of color, which are judged
by the divine solar scales of fire; the ideas go from
one scale to the other; for among them, in virtue of
their free will of ideas, they make covenants; they
complement themselves in the materialization of
future lives; just as agreements and alliances are
made among men; what is up above is the same
as down below; the ideas are of colors, for color
entered through the eyes; and every happening and
every event lived in the trials of life, is reproduced
in the ideas; so it is that every divine judgment,
in the presence of the divine Father, is done being
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all the ideas present, which the spirit generated
on the remote planet; it is a fast and perfect replica of what one was, in a determined world; the
scenes contained in the ideas acquire their own
life; and each idea acts as a color television; what
is up above is the same as down below; when the
spirits see themselves, they feel full of dread; for
they see the ideas generated in the trials of life
are of an unknown psychology in the Kingdom of
Heavens; they see with terror that their own ideas
were influenced by the odd psychology of gold; they
see and feel that because of their living work, they
cannot belong to the Kingdom of Heavens; they
feel that they are looked at as unknown beings;
just as one was on Earth; the strange psychology
of gold created the unknown being among its own
fellow-beings; many were treated as such; when
the spirit experiences these psychological states,
ire and anger get hold of them; ire, because of the
strange customs that he/she inherited from their
parents; anger because of those who forced them
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to live in a strange life system; unknown in the
Kingdom of Heavens; and many even curse their
parents and all those who had to do with their
behavior on the remote planet; behold a very short
description of what a spirit experiences, who asks
for justice to the Father; for in order to make use
of the universal right of asking for justice to the
Father, first one starts form oneself; one starts from
the divine mandates of the Father, made to the
image and resemblance in oneself; first is what is
of God; in all the imaginable forms; the last is the
spirit; for every spirit was mandated to be humble
above everything; and nevertheless, every spirit
enjoyed a free will, in which there were many sensations; among them humility; every spirit who
wrote bad words on the walls of the world, shall
be full of dread when they see themselves writing
on the walls of the world; desperation gets hold of
them; they try to flee from the place where their
own ideas are; behold no one who tried to corrupt
another shall escape from their own judgment;
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the coarse and immoral beings shall cry out their
occult immoralities in public; they shall beat on
their chests; while everything shall shake around
them; behold a solar law; behold the own matter,
shall force every hidden demon in the free will of
every spirit to come out to light; and there shall
not be any occult act which shall not be proclaimed
before everybody; every violator of the law shall
live terrorized; for the living matter shall follow
him; the everything above everything participates
in every judgment of the Father; matter and spirit
participate; for all are equal in rights before the
Father; this equality is written in the Kingdom of
Heavens; and it is the same equality requested by
all the thinking spirits; but the world, in its life trials, did not imitate the Kingdom of Heavens; this
error was being transmitted from generation to
generation; this error is the cause of every weeping
and gnashing of teeth; this error came out of the
pharaonic era; and it was imitated by the people of
Israel; and such an odd seed was getting extended
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throughout the world; not even the new nations
escaped from it; the error created the beast.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE DIVINE PARABLE THAT SAYS THE TREE IS
KNOWN BY ITS FRUIT, MEANT THAT EACH FORM OF
FAITH WHICH CAME OUT OF EACH ONE HAD TO BE
RELATED TO THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF GOD; THOSE
WHO HAD A FORM OF FAITH WITH A RELIGIOUS
INFLUENCE IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, SHALL NOT
ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; WHAT IS
RELIGIOUS IS NOT WRITTEN IN THE DIVINE GOSPEL
OF GOD; ALL BUT THE CONTRARY; THE DIVINE
GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH WARNS THAT ONLY
SATAN DIVIDES AND HE DIVIDES HIMSELF; THE
CREDULITY OF AN ENTIRE PLANET WAS DISTORTED
BY THE MANY KINDS OF RELIGIONS, WHICH THE
HUMAN LICENTIOUSNESS GAVE THEMSELVES; THE
TRIALS OF LIFE CONSISTED IN HAVING CREATED, IN
THE WORLD OF TRIALS, A FORM OF UNITARY FAITH
IN WHICH NO ONE SHOULD HAVE BEEN DIVIDED;
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IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE HUMANITIES WHO
IN THEIR PLANETARY TRIALS TOOK INTO ACCOUNT
THE DIVINE WARNINGS OF GOD TO ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR THOSE WHO
FELL INTO THE STRANGE LICENTIOUSNESS OF
FORGETTING HIM.Yes son; the world of trials forgot that the content of the divine Gospel of God had to be made
into a custom in oneself; the forms of faith and its
characteristics, which each one had in the trials of
life, are unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; for
no one requested God forms of faith which would
divide everyone on the remote planet of trials; the
so-called christian world did not make the effort of
verifying what is certain and true of their own form
of faith; this strange forgetfulness of verifying one’s
own faith was divinely warned in the divine parable that says: Blinds leading other blinds; which
means that those who proclaimed themselves as
owning the truth, did not own it; they fell into
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errors; for in order to teach in a loyal and perfect
way what is of God, those who took the initiative
of representing Him on Earth, should not have
known the strange and unknown world of the odd
laws of gold; every strange influence which does
not belong to the Kingdom of Heavens, always confuses and makes all those who speak about God go
astray; for they constitute themselves into bad living examples among their fellow beings; and entire
generations who imitate them, do not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; it is the strange sleep of
the beings influenced by what is ephemeral, which
the strange life system offers them; the form of
faith of each one should have never got to know
a single molecule of division; for the divine judgment which everyone requested God, included the
most microscopic thing that the human mind could
imagine; it included the sensations reincarnated
in errors by the own spirit; for each mental sensation which each one generates in life, instant by
instant, are microscopic magnetic transformations;
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the generation of ideas are reincarnations which
came out of the human free will; the world of trials heard about the reincarnation a lot; what many
forgot is that it was divinely taught that what is
up above is the same as down below; which means
that if in the Kingdom of Heavens reincarnations
take place, down on Earth they also happen; and if
the human creatures have not realized it, is because
they requested the divine Father a psychology of
trials; and the own trial consisted in having realized that each one made reincarnations; bringing
children to the Earth is one of the reincarnations
which the human creature makes; the act of eating is another; the molecules of the food undergo
transformations in the digestion; which are new
destinies for them in their sensations of molecules;
the own renewal of the human body from its birth
until its departure, are microscopic reincarnations
between molecules of flesh and sensations; instant
by instant, second by second, and day after day, the
human spirit is in charge of its own microscopic
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reincarnations; for the spirit molds its own perfection according to the category of the ideas generated; on the solar television or book of life, the
world shall see, increased in a colossal size, their
own and microscopic reincarnations, which everyone made as their own bodies of flesh developed;
nobody saw anything, they just felt; and the trials
of life consisted in studying oneself, in order to
have avoided, with one’s own error, the misfortune of others; the imperfection that one carries in
oneself, imposes its will; one had to be careful of
the will that one imposed on others, did not have
a single molecule of violation to the divine law of
God; for the discount is by molecule; the divine
process of the own growth shall be seen by each
one on the solar television; it was written that all
the things would be shown; this includes what was
not seen but was felt; it includes what is invisible
of oneself, and which the divine parable that says:
The tree is known by its fruit, constituted the own
development of oneself in a body of flesh, which
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requested God to know the trials of life, for it did
not know it.-

This celestial drawing shows that what is of a
planet, has come out of remote magnetisms; has
come out of elements which were already in their
expansive development; all the human food has
the magnetism of the elements of the place of origin of the Earth; just as it was taught in the divine
Gospel of Father Jehovah, the place of origin of the
Earth are the suns Alpha and Omega; the molecules of a planet have got the magnetic inheritance
of its place of origin; this is why the molecules of
the food have got the magnetism of the own place
of their creation; the form of faith has also got
molecules; for the individual faith is a form of magnetism; and every magnetism has got molecules;
the great faith which knows no limits, is constituted by mountains of molecules; for the infinity
is also constituted by molecules; those who have
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little faith, those who do not make the effort of
studying and deepening into the infinity, belittle
their own points of light themselves; and none of
those who belittled their own fruit, no one enters
the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is more likely for
one who exalted Him by deepening into the infinity
to enter the Kingdom of God; the form of perfect
faith within the human imperfection, is not found
within the so-called christian world; for no one
who is influenced by gold, none of them have got
the true faith; and if those who are influenced by
gold have got faith, such faith is divided by the
sensation of illusion; the world of trials in order to
have known the true faith, should not have gotten
to know the strange life system, based on strange
laws of gold; for the members of this world of trials
got to know strange psychologies which not even
them requested God; this is to be saturated with a
strange magnetism which is not of the Kingdom
of Heavens; the strange illusion which came out of
a strange life system, which does not belong to the
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Kingdom of Heavens, divides the fruit of each mental act, which the thinking creature generates
instant by instant, in the trials of life; the faith
which everyone requested God included the everything above everything; it also included the food;
and it is more likely for those who in their forms
of faith took food into account, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who forgot it; the
most microscopic sensation that each one lived and
felt in their own individuality, shall be taken into
account in their own degree of faith which they
had in life; those who did not have faith in their
place of origin, shall not see their place of origin;
it is more likely for one who believed in such place
to see his place of origin; negation in any of its
forms, makes the one who denies see a reduced
universe; for the part he denied, he does not see
it; those who built their hopes up on the ephemeral
things of life shall also see a reduced universe; they
shall be added the time of the time which the influence of illusion lasted; it is the addition of seconds
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which were lived in the own illusion; I see son that
the geometry of the orange sun calls your attention
very much; So it is divine father Jehovah; I shall tell
you son that in very remote galaxies, the living
suns become materialized; creating infinite geometries which are the elements of planets; these suns
are found in the living universes of the infinite
Universe; the arrival of the new world shall bring
the existence of such living laws; the Earth is getting closer to the end of its life of trials; the world
which did not talk to matter, comes to its end; a
world which is the same as the paradise worlds is
born; worlds in which nobody dies; a world in
which one’s own eternity is a normal thing; in such
world no one shall stop in what is ephemeral; for
the genius children shall not have such strange
complex; they shall not request God sensations of
trials, just as the present world of trials requested
them; and it shall be said: The world before the
divine Judgment and the World after the Judgment;
the present world of trials shall be relegated to a
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secondary level; the beast shall be abandoned and
considered as one of the greatest plagues which
the human gender got to know; Divine Father Jehovah, what is the reason of this contempt towards the
beast? It is, son, because the beast persecuted those
who claimed for a better world; the beast during
its strange reign, exalted itself by persecuting others; the beast forgot the divine parable which was
requested by its own self for the trials of life: Do
not do to others what you would not like others to
do to you; the beast which are all the most influenced by gold, shall have to pay in existences, for
all those who they killed, tortured or persecuted;
the missing ones too; the members of the beast
shall have to calculate the number of pores of flesh
which were contained in the bodies of flesh of
those who they killed and of those who they tortured and of those who they made disappear; for
each pore the beast shall have to live in worlds of
darkness; in whose existences it shall have to live
and feel what it made others live on Earth; for the
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strange beast by requesting the divine judgment
above everything, it requested to be judged sensation by sensation; or which is the same, pore by
pore; the term: Above everything means that everything imaginable that one lived, is judged by God;
the beast takes the worst part of the divine judgment of God; this was known by the world of trials
already, since many centuries before; the content
of the parable that said: It is more likely for a camel
to pass through a needle’s eye, than for a rich to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the beast is constituted by the richest people of the world; and the
richer one was in the trials of life, the further away
is the spirit from the Kingdom of Heavens; everything depends on the degree of influence with
which the spirit let itself be influenced; it is the
degree of illusion in what is ephemeral; it is the
magnetism of darkness which the spirit attained
through greediness; in the trials of life one had to
know how to choose and cultivate the sensations
and the influences; the desire of possessing more
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than what others had, is points of darkness in the
divine judgment of God; for a covetous or ambitious being created his own magnetism of darkness; he magnetized himself creating in himself his
own magnetic rejection in respect to the magnetism of the light; the events that took place within
the magnetism of the own faith, gives place to the
respective position which the spirit shall occupy
or live among the galaxies of the infinity; it is the
destiny created by one’s own will; it is the heaven
or dimension which each one created for themselves instant by instant; it is the fulfillment of the
divine parable-warning that says: Each onemakes
his own heaven; he who preferred the best of the
world, knowing that others were undergoing suffering, simply for the sake of preferring it, shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is more
likely for one who struggled against this strange
preference, which occurred amidst millions of
beings who were undergoing suffering, to enter
the Kingdom of God; for no strange indifferent
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being towards the suffering of others, none of them
has entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; the
form of faith is a magnetism, and greediness is
another magnetism; the magnetism of greediness
divides or belittles the magnetism of the faith; this
is why it was said: One cannot serve two masters;
the magnetisms in the living Universe, constitute
themselves into masters which develop their own
reigns of power; the beast when creating its own
empire, did not take into account that this was
ephemeral; by not having taken it into account
makes the beast’s fall to be greater; for all the
human spirits with no exception, requested God
to know the limit as a sensation; the limit which
was not considered by the beast shall complain
against the beast in the divine Final Judgment; one
thing is to respect the limit as such, and another
thing is to despise it by not taking it into account;
Divine father Jehovah, why did the beast fell into such
sensation? It fell, son, because all the acts which
came out of its spirits were surpassed in their real
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sentiments; the degree of sentimental magnetism
which the spirits of the beast requested God, did
not include the magnetism of greediness; which
means that the beast took a strange licentiousness
by not opposing mental resistance to greediness;
the covetous or ambitious beings of the world
when generating covetous and ambitious ideas,
generated a strange magnetism which corresponds
to past spiritual experiences; it was a mental magnetism which should have never ever been touched,
on the free will of the covetous or ambitious spirits’
part; by doing it they woke up the magnetism of
their past experiences, which occurred in worlds
of darkness; the trials of life for the selfish beings
of the beast consisted in not remembering the magnetisms of evil of the past of their existences, by
means of their sensations; so that the law of opportunity would be fulfilled on them; the ambitious
and covetous beings woke up the backward and
less evolved sensations, which they had before
coming to the human life; the opportunity to
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improve oneself as an imperfect being was
requested to God by everyone; each one had the
moral obligation of improving and getting their
own sensations better in the trials of life; the only
thing that leaves points of light for each one is the
degree of improvement which they gave their own
sensations in the trials of the human life; in order
to achieve it each one requested God many divine
covenants with molecules and elements; the physical matter assisted the spirit; the beast distorted
every promise made to the Father; for the beast
built its hopes up on the matter that produced
income to it; certainly no one requested God
ephemeral earnings of doubtful origin; the ephemeral earning on the planets of trials is an odd product of unequal laws; the beast exploited what is
unequal; if what is unequal would not have given
income to the beast, the beast would have struggled against inequality with all its means and with
all its strength; the strange beast fell asleep and
surpassed itself in its sleep; the beast shall
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recognize its defeat amidst earthquakes and weeping and gnashing of teeth; for the beast shall never
consent to get disarmed; it shall never stop from
manufacturing arms; even if humanity requested
it on their knees; this demoniac arrogance of manufacturing arms for others to get killed, is paid by
the beast by molecules and seconds; and the world
with its generation who applauded the beast, also
pay the same; every form of faith which took pleasure on using the arms of the beast, annulled itself
as such; the true and sincere faith is the one that
excluded what was not of God; the so-called militarism and the beast are not of God; for the Eternal
does not teach His children to kill one another;
that is why He gave everyone the divine Commandment that says: Thou shalt not kill; and even if He
did not give it to them, the divine Father Jehovah
does not like that his divine work be destroyed; for
it was written for the world of trials that he who
kills by sword, dies by sword; the sword symbolizes
the so-called militarism; dying by sword is the
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death that the traitors to the divine laws shall have,
for creating the so-called militarism in the trials of
life; the Son of God shall make a fire sword appear
in his divine mouth; from his solar magnetism the
First-born Son shall make infinite geometries
which shall be materialized fire; among the many
geometries is that of the sword; this fire coming
out of the Son of God’s magnetism is an eternal
fire; which means that it does not get extinguished;
every guilty demon for letting himself be tempted
by the use of force, shall feel that this divine fire
penetrates him and does never abandon him; it is
the horrific sensation of feeling that one is burning
but the end never comes; it is the torment of the
condemned; it is more likely for one who took the
strange licentiousness of trusting in the use of force
to be condemned to the eternal fire, than for one
who protested against it; he who protested against
something which was not of the Kingdom of Heavens, during the trials of life, shall be awarded by
the Son of God; for he who prefers what is of the
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Kingdom, the Kingdom prefers him too; he who
never remembered the Kingdom of Heavens during
the trials of life, the Kingdom shall also forget him
during the divine Final Judgment; the beast shall
have to confront the divine purifying fire of the Son
of God; for the beast created the damned fire arms
and the atomic bombs; the divine judgment that
the beast shall have to confront shall be fire by fire;
whichever is the cause which originated the violation, and the violation to the divine law of God,
such cause finds its similar cause in the divine solar
power of the Son of God; the strange world that
emerged from the odd temporary power of gold,
shall be devastated by the fire of the Son of God;
for such world does not belong to the Kingdom of
Heavens; in fact no world with unequal laws is of
the Kingdom of Heavens; this law lasts until the
creators of unequal laws of the planets, have disappeared from the respective planetary evolution; the
beast represents the maximum perfection of what
is unfair and what is unequal; its disappearance
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from the Earth leaves the free way for the birth of
the new Kingdom or New World; the fall of the
beast shall give place to the beginning of the greatest happiness on Earth; the fall of the beast provokes the disappearance of those who were
possessed by the strange complex to gold; no one
who thinks like they thought shall remain on Earth;
it is the defeat and the tragedy of the beast which
shall not have an inheritance on this planet; it is
the defeat of satan who had momentarily taken the
strange form of a strange and unequal planetary
life system.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3420.-
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EVERY SO CALLED CUSTOMS OFFICER, WHO CAME
OUT OF THE ODD LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; FOR HE
TOOK AWAY FROM OTHERS WHAT HE SHOULD
HAVE NEVER TAKEN AWAY; ALL THOSE WHO TOOK
AWAY FROM OTHERS, BY IMPOSING IT ON THEM
AS A LAW, MUST PAY IN EXISTENCES OUT OF THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, AS MANY LIVES AS THE
NUMBER OF MOLECULES WHICH WERE CONTAINED
IN THE THINGS THAT WERE TAKEN AWAY; THIS LAW
LASTS UNTIL THE THINGS THAT WERE TAKEN AWAY
TURN INTO DUST.Yes little son; so it is; just as you knew since you
were a boy; everything that is taken away unfairly
in life, becomes a tragedy for the one who did it,
as time goes by; no human spirit requested the
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Father, before coming to trial a life, to take away
anything from another; so it is that the so-called
customs officers and all those who portrayed such
roll, in the trials of life, are thieves before God; this
form of stealing was based on the odd law dictated
by the beast; many laws of the immoral capitalism created the legalized theft; every tax that this
world got to know is a theft; for no one requested
capitalism in the Kingdom of Heavens; in the place
where one was created, self-interest is not known
in any imaginable form; therefore, the creators and
sustainers of the so-called capitalism, have got the
greatest degree of violation to the Father’s law; they
shall have to be in charge of the suffering of every
human creature; and the highest and greater was
the position occupied, in this strange life system,
the more guilty is the spirit; for everyone requested
the Father not to live in any life system that violated His divine Commandments; and you promised it above everything; the term above everything,
includes the struggle against strange life systems,
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which did not take what is of Father into account;
he who struggles for what is of the Father is great
in the Kingdom of Heavens; every form of mental
effort done in the trials of life is awarded by the
Father; and he who defended what is of the Father
has got the first award, in mental effort; for the
Father is the first cause of every cause; every mental
effort as microscopic as it could be, came out of
the Father; and every mental effort becomes living
before the Father; and in its free will it requests an
award to the Father for one who made use of his
mental philosophy, exalting Him above everything;
so it is that the living mind of all those who took
things away from others becomes ashamed before
the Father, in the presence of the spirit who did the
bad action; and this shame must also be paid by the
spirit; for he was the originator of the scandal; and
there shall not be any customs officer who shall not
weep in this world; for all those who made use of
the law in order to steal, shall not be resurrected
into twelve-year old children in the year 2001; for
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they requested to be trialed above every imaginable
thing; in the term: Above everything is the exclusion of every award; it is more likely for a thief who
did not make of theft a law to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for a so-called customs-officer
who did make of theft a law; but, no thief of any
kind enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; there
are categories in everything; a thief is so because
there were thieves before him; these thieves who
casted the first stone of injustice, the world knows
them as rich; every so-called rich is another of the
unknown ones in the Kingdom of Heavens; and
they are the first thieves of the world; Do they not
know then that the Father talked about equality in
His divine Scriptures? And if they knew it, why did
they not imitate Him in the trials of life? Amidst
tears the so-called rich shall recognize the greatest error of their lives; for no one requested the
Father to be rich, to the degree of not entering the
Kingdom of Heavens; no rich shall remain in this
world; for no one shall be resurrected into eternal
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flesh; the last rich people shall be diminishing as
they get older and fulfill the mortal law; while every
long-suffering being shall become twelve-year-old
children again; it is more likely for one who lived
the necessity, without having requested it, to be
resurrected, than for one who enjoyed an illegal
abundance, which not even him requested in the
Kingdom; the rich of these world are not written in
the Kingdom of Heavens; for one only lives equality in all its imaginable forms in the Kingdom of
Heavens; the own beast condemned the so-called
rich; for it fascinated them more with gold; but it
drew them away from the Kingdom of Heavens;
each second lived by the rich, has got a multiplication by a thousand; and it is a score of darkness;
each point of darkness lived in the trials of life, is
paid with one existence which must be fulfilled out
of the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the fruit of the
beast; behold the fall of those who let themselves
be influenced by such a strange psychology; for by
judging Father Jehovah everything, it also includes
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everything intimate which was felt and lived; even
those which were felt but not understood; the sensation of having been rich is also judged; the sensation of having been poor is not judged; for poverty
was not requested by the thinking spirit; poverty
was imposed on them; poverty is a strange product which came out of the odd life system of gold;
poverty came out of capitalism; which is the same
beast of the Father’s Scriptures; the poor shall be
restored; for it was requested in the Kingdom of
Heavens; every thinking spirit requested the Father
to restore and be restored; for both experiences
were not known by them; therefore, by restoring
the Father all the things, according to how it was
requested, the so-called rich lose; for their sensations covered too much; they got influenced by the
material possession; they had free will in life; no
one forced them to be intemperate in their appetites; they should have measured the consequences
of their own greed; I verily say unto you rich of the
world, that everything shall be taken away from
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you; rich nation and individual shall remain in the
greatest poverty that the mind can imagine; Father
Jehovah gives and takes away; but, He is infinitely
fair; The Father does not like to take things away
from others; He takes away because the children
requested Him justice; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of those who had everything; it is
just that they did not have either mercy or understanding towards the poor; there were only crumbs
for them; your feast is coming to an end, demons
of wealth; for your complex to gold comes to an
end; you represent the saddest part of the human
gender, in the human experience; for you shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; every poor
does enter.-
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows the cornering of the beast; the demons; the demons who
were more influenced by the beast, shall look for
shelter in North America; those who believed of
themselves as leaders of the world, shall end up
hypocritically; their god shall be reduced into a
pile of gold; for the world shall leave the beast
abandoned; for the beast shall see with horror
the changing of customs in the world; it shall see
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terrorized, the true morality of the new world;
and the morality excludes the beast; for the new
morality does not need to get armed; and this shall
impoverish the beast; the beast shall not be able to
make them fight anymore; for no one shall carry a
firearm; nobody shall step into a barrack; nobody
shall sail or fly a warship or a war plane; nobody
else shall attend the so-called military service; for
no one shall want to be marked with the law of
damnation; no one shall do it because of the fear
to the solar-magnetic fire of the First-born Son;
the beast shall agonize in those who proclaimed
a strange an unknown freedom; the freedom with
killings; the strange freedom with violation to the
law of God; the odd freedom which leads one to
tragedy; for those who lived this odd freedom shall
not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any of
them entered; the beast shall come out of its long
lethargy; a lethargy which was a strange form of life;
in which everything was permitted; including the
forgetfulness of the divine mandate to the people;
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for the human gender requested Father Jehovah to
be Governed by the divine Gospel of the Father, and
not by the strange and unknown law of gold; for the
so-called capitalism is unknown in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the beast shall be reduced into a few,
hoping that the Son of God, disappear from Earth;
for the beast has got a microscopic knowledge of
eternity; this ignorance constitutes the tragedy for
the beast; for it believes that with the physical powers, one can overcome what is divine; the beast
ignores that God is everywhere; and that He is the
same God who makes every thinking being act; the
beast shall die one day before the initiation of the
resurrection of every flesh; for it was promised to
the beast that it would not see the Glory of God;
for it is more likely for a camel to pass through a
needle’s eye than a rich to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for being up above the same as down
below, the rich do not see the Glory neither up
above nor down below; neither in heaven nor on
Earth; nor in any place of the Universe; for God is
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everywhere; the beast which is constituted by the
greatest complex-ridden beings to gold, shall try
to negotiate with the Son of God; condemning the
beast itself even more; commerce is not of the Most
Holy Trinity; commerce is not of the Kingdom of
Heavens; commerce is of darkness; it is a strange
inheritance of the self-interested beings; and it
comes from very remote worlds of imperfection;
the beast mounted an empire of living self-interest;
an ephemeral reign; for the period of influence of
the beast is like a molecule; the beast shall be forgotten; for it is not originated from the light; the
beast was permitted to trial and be trialed; for every
spirit is trialed in life; the beast was given a time;
just as it was given to each spirit; for every request
made to the Father, requested to know the limit; for
every spirit did not know what limit was all about;
the beast went into debt with gold; for gold shall
not forgive it to have lost in this world; the god of
gold is the damned Osiris; which means only gold;
everything imaginable exists in the Universe; and
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this world which was in the grip of ambition, came
out of the pharaonic dynasties; strange dynasties,
which came from remote galaxies; who requested
Father Jehovah to know the life of the Earth; the
beast is the heir of the damned pharaonic inheritance; an inheritance which makes them parents
of the terrestrial materialism; this beginning was
being done by the pharaohs since eternities before;
but, Father Jehovah took them away from this
world; as He is going to take away the beast; for
every tree that the divine Father did not plant shall
be uprooted; which means that every agreement of
the Kingdom that is violated in the remote worlds,
is taken away from those worlds; the Earth whose
greater part you did not get to know, had many
strange trees, which have been already uprooted;
galactic histories which no human creature saw
or heard about them; for no one is unique on the
planets; Adam and Eve who were your first parents,
were not the first on this planet; they were the first
in your kind; there are infinite kinds of first in the
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Father’s creation; one is first in a family; which
does not mean to be the first in all the families, nor
the first in every history of the planet; the beast
shall be full of dread, for the world shall start to
practice other kinds of customs; customs which
come out of faith; more elevated customs regarding morality; which the beast never knew how to
distinguish; for it did not give more importance to
morality; for even morality was measured in the
meter of gold; the beast never conceived a moralist world; for it approved licentiousness, which it
called freedom; a strange freedom, which had to be
supported by the force; when the beast sees that
it cannot corrupt the world again, it shall commit
suicide; for every strange living morality, ends up
in tragedy; it ends up in weeping and gnashing of
teeth; the beast disguised itself in the strange freedom; it deceived all the nations; for it built their
hopes up on money; and while there was money in
this world, at each second instant by instant, the
entire humanity started to get further and further
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away from the Kingdom of Heavens; and it is still
getting away; this law ceases at the same instant in
which the beast dies; no one requested the strange
influence of the beast in the Kingdom of Heavens,
and since no one requested it, is that three quarters
of the totality of the strange influence of the beast
is paid by the spirits who created capitalism; for
such demons took the licentiousness of governing,
by the use of force; if you children of the world had
not been obliged to live in the strange capitalism,
you would have paid all your sins; but, it was not
so; the demon intervened; and the demon lost.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO WERE DOCTORS, AND TRADED
WITH THE ILNESS OF OTHERS, SHALL NOT ENTER
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; NOT A SINGLE TRADER
SHALL ENTER; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO
WAS NOT A DOCTOR TO ENTER THE FATHER’S
KINGDOM, THAN FOR ONE WHO WAS.Yes little son; every doctor of this world who traded
with medicine shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; for none of them promised to do it; all
the sicknesses are living; they made covenants, just
as the virtues of the spirits did so; when the spirits
request the Father to pay debts and gain experience, they make covenants with laws which shall
serve them, as trials; every sickness was requested
as a spiritual trial through the physical body; for
every spirit is trialed in life; it is trialed in all the
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events that it went through; the sicknesses which
were treated by trading doctors, complain to the
Father; for in the covenants made with the spirit,
no kind of commerce was considered; only the
Scriptures of the Father were considered and His
divine Commandments; all the covenants made in
the Kingdom of Heavens excludes every life system, which does not come out of the Father’s Scriptures; and the doctors of this world are a product of
a life system of a strange morality in the Kingdom
of Heavens; so strange that no one knows it in the
Father’s Kingdom; I verily say unto you that every
doctor of this world shall curse having practiced
commercial medicine; it is more likely for one who
did not get to know the faculty of medicine to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who got to
know it; Medicine is great in the Kingdom of Heavens; but, there are many kinds of medicine; only
the self-uninterested medicine enters the Kingdom
of Heavens; I verily say unto you that any imaginable self-interest is not known in the Kingdom of
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Heavens; money is not known in the Kingdom;
for everything is common and happy; the interest for property was created on a remote planet
called Earth; a world whose creatures forgot the
divine mandates of Father Jehovah; demons with
human form imposed an immoral life system on
their fellow beings, by the use of force; Is your life
system not based on the so-called armed forces
then? Behold the immorality in living; for it is a
force whose attribute and quality is to perpetuate
distrust among the beings; I verily say unto you
that no one who belonged to these forces, shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the doctors who
served the commercial medicine must add up all
the seconds gone by, since the right instant in
which they started to trade with the affliction of
others; and all these seconds must be added up to
the total number of pores which were contained in
the bodies of flesh that they treated; even the most
microscopic little pore of flesh has got its rights
before God; nobody is less before God; neither the
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body nor the little pore of flesh, nor the spirit; for
all are equal in rights before the Father; I verily say
unto you doctors of the world that if you had not
known commerce, everything would have been
points of light for you; and you would be one of the
first in entering the Kingdom of God; no doctor of
this world has entered the Kingdom of Heavens; all
your points of merit are countervailed by the points
of commerce; for neither trader nor rich shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for a
camel to, pass through a needle’s eye than for a
doctor or rich to enter the Kingdoms of Heavens.-
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Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows that
the the flying saucers of Father Jehovah collect the
physical ideas of all the thinking beings; they have
been doing it since the creation of the material
universe; each one’s ideas are collected for their
location in space; for every idea germinates as a
seed germinates on Earth; what is up above is the
same as down below; the germination of an idea
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is by magnetic laws; they are microscopic reincarnations; and from the germination of each idea, a
future planet is born with the galactic time; that
is why it was written: Each one makes his own
heaven; for all the ideas which the mind generated
during lifetime, shall give infinite planets as fruit;
which shall not stop from getting expanded and
being multiplied forever and ever; behold the only
origin of your eternity; for no one is disinherited
before the Father; the Father creates in a colossal
way, and the children create in a microscopic way;
behold the salt of life and its fruit; if nothing is
impossible to the Father, likewise to His children,
in the corresponding degree; everything that the
Father has, He transmitted it to his children; if
on Earth a father transmits a microscopic inheritance to his children, the Creator transmits it to
them in a universal way; and it is an inheritance
which shall never know any limit; for what is of
God has got no limits; for He has created everything; and that everything continues multiplying
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itself; behold the Thinking Expansive Universe; the
Thinking Universe of Father Jehovah; the Universe
which contains as many universes as the mind
can imagine; for everything has come out of the
same thought; it is just enough to think and one
is already creating the future planets; Whatever
simpler to the Almighty? I verily say unto you that
you were trialed by the Father by letting your eyes
contemplate the material universe; for every vision
is living before the Father; and every spirit who saw
and did not believe, fell into disgrace before the
His eyes; for vision shall accuse him/her of making
it doubt, even by seeing the work of the Creator;
behold a weeping and gnashing of teeth for those
who contemplated and did not believe; I verily
say unto you that every contemplation, instant by
instant, of the Father’s Universe, is awarded in
the Kingdom of Heavens; for contemplating is the
philosophy of the eyes; and they request awards
of light for the spirit who made them contemplate
the supreme work that exists; all the seconds that
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were contained in the total time of contemplation
of the universal work of the Father, are awarded
in celestial points; each second of contemplation
is equivalent to one second of time that the spirit
can live in the Kingdom of Heavens; for the universe that was contemplated is one of the heavens
of the Thinking Expansive Universe; I verily say
unto you that he who saw the universe and did
not think of a Creator, shall not enter any heaven;
for he denied for himself, the Creator who would
give him the entrance there; it is more likely for one
who did not see the universe in life, but recognized
a Creator, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than
for one who seeing His wonders, did not recognize
Him; behold one of the causes in which millions
of beings curse the indifference they had towards
the creation of the Father, I verily say unto you that
it is enough to see and praise in silence what is of
the Father, and one is awarded in the Kingdom
of Heavens; just as the Father punishes the most
microscopic thing of every evil, He also awards
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the most microscopic thing of every virtue; behold
the end of every speculation regarding the origin
of the Universe; although everything exists, many
doubted the Father’s infinity; having a little evolution in order to understand infinity, they casted the
first stone of doubt and criticism; for what is of the
Father is first; it would have been better for the less
evolved not to have given any opinion; if it contained doubt; for all those who doubted the Father
in the human life, likewise will they be doubted
out of the Earth; I verily say unto you that the trials of life are even in the opinions, which you gave
in life; every opinion is living before the Father;
and every opinion shall complain before the Father
when the spirit doubted his/her Creator; behold
everything that exists accuses in the Kingdom of
Heavens when the law of God has been violated; for
matter and spirit have got the same rights before
the Father; they are equal in their respective laws;
I verily say unto you that he who did not cultivate
equality, within his own individuality, shall not
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enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the celestial
communism reigns in the Father’s Kingdom, with
the philosophy of a child; I verily say unto you that
all those who cultivated strange interests in the
trials of life, shall be seen as a strange being out
of the Earth; strange interests are the attachment
to every ephemeral thing; to what lasts just an
instant, before turning into dust; property, what
is private; for no one who owned a property more
than another shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
I verily say unto you that no one was ordered to
have more than another; for everyone is equal in
rights in the Father’s Kingdom; he who did not
cultivate equality in spite of the temptations of
the strange life system, which came out of gold,
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for having
requested the opportunity of overcoming a strange
illusion, he let himself be overcome by it; this is to
fall before the trials of life; it is to lose before what
was promised; I verily say unto you, that every life
is an opportunity; for every spirit is born again; and
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when coming to know a life by divine mandate,
it is a compromise of opportunity; it is a mission
on a remote planet; he who does not either see or
estimate his life as a mission, shall be lowering his
own life; and the own life shall accuse him before
the Father; for I verily say unto you that one law is
life and another law is the spirit; life has got free
will, and the spirit has got free will; for no one is
disinherited; all that you have in matter and spirit
have got equal rights before the Father; everything
came out of the Father; and things requested to
imitate the Father; for nothing is impossible in the
Father; and if everything is possible in the Father,
everything exists; I verily say unto you that life
and the spirit make one sole law in the existence;
for thus they agreed in the point of the Universe,
where they were created; life and spirit are separated when the creature returns to its point of creation; behold a divine Revelation which is given
to the world for the first time; all the knowledge
of this planet knows nothing of its place of origin;
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for it requested to forget it in order to fulfill the
trials of life; for every spirit is trialed; behold the
Revelation of the Lamb of God comes to the world
in order to explain how everything was done; which
you would never know in another way; for you
were given what you requested; and within what
you requested is the Doctrine of the Lamb of God;
which you shall call the Celestial Science; for it is
not of a terrestrial origin; it is of a celestial origin;
behold the difference between you and the Lamb;
for everything is a living hierarchy in the remote
galaxies; the Lamb of God sees everything; and
everything that he sees shall be divulged; for that
is why he has come to the world; and the world
did not know him; for the world had created a false
concept of humility for themselves; every humility
which came out of the Father’s Kingdom, expresses
itself even with more simplicity and humility than
the one which the creatures of the worlds he visits
have cultivated.ALPHA AND OMEGA.224

Nº 55.-

ALL THOSE WHO INCARCERATED OTHERS, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; SUCH
JAILERS ARE GETTING AWAY FROM THE FATHER’S
KINGDOM, AS THE SECONDS OF INCARCERATION
GO BY; THE GROWING DISTANCING ONLY STOPS
WHEN THE PRISONERS ARE FREED.Yes little son; all those who contributed to the
incarceration of every prisoner, shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for no one requested the
Father to incarcerate anybody; for you by coming
out of the place where you were created, you did
not know the life system which had come out of
gold; you could not imagine the violation to the
Father’s law, in the remote world, where you would
go; behold a truth which shall shudder the greatest of the life system of this world; the big ones
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are those who occupied the high positions; I verily
say unto you that no big one of this world has ever
entered nor shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
no one was mandated to exalt himself more than
another; men should have created a life system in
which this should have not occurred; for everyone promised to fulfill what is of God, above every
imagined thing; and within all the imagined things
are the life systems; the forms of government; if it
was taught to you that your God is everywhere and
that He sees everything, He is also in all the minds,
which plan every human thing; I verily say unto
you that your God sees everything, but He does
not let Himself be seen; for thus you requested it,
when you requested the trials of life; your Creator
becomes invisible for respect to what you yourselves requested; this form of request is common in
the Universe; it has got no limits; for nothing in the
Father has it; the children in virtue of the living free
will, request their own form of life; for nothing is
impossible to the Father; the children request and
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the Father advises; for the children do not see the
future as the Father sees it; the Father sees their
future triumphs and their future falls; not only of
one existence but of all of them; for the Father is
infinite; He sees what has not been materialized
yet; and having been materialized, He sees again
what is to come; behold one of the infinite attributes of the Father; and His work is the Universe;
a Universe which gets expanded more and more; I
verily say unto you that a microscopic part of the
Universe comes out of all of you; which gradually
becomes colossal; that is why it was written: Each
one makes his own heaven; for from the ideas generated by each one in life, future planets are born;
every planet is born being an invisible idea; that is
why it was written: One has to be very little and
humble in order to become great in the Kingdom of
Heavens; one has to be as microscopic as an idea,
in order to become a colossal planet; for nothing
is impossible in the Father; He takes out what is
colossal from what is simple; what is infinite; I
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verily say unto you that all those who incarcerated others will have created in their ideas future
worlds of prison; these worlds start being born
from the invisible to the visible; they get initiated
from microscopic dimensions, which the human
eye shall never see; this law of expansive creation
never ceases; and it is for all the ideas; for all the
intentions which were ideas; I verily say unto you
that from you yourselves comes out the form of
the future carnal body, which you shall have in
the next existence; for every spirit is born again;
and it shall never stop doing it; for it came out of
a Father who has no limits in anything imagined.-
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Yes little son; every celestial drawing which came
out of the Father, has got an infinite explanation;
for what is of the Father has no end, in any imaginable form; this celestial drawing represents the fall
of all the jails in the world; and it represents the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who created the jails; no one requested the Father to incarcerate anyone; for no one saw jails in the Kingdom
of Heavens; nor did anyone see anything similar
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to your life system; for no one saw selfish and
exploiter beings in the Father’s Kingdom; I verily
say unto you that no prisoner shall remain in any
jail of this world; for every spiritual trial has got
an end; has got a termination; the jailers of this
world shall be full of dread and terror when the
Revelation of the Father arrives to their hands; this
world shall see heartbreaking scenes; I verily say
unto you that the First-born Son is already on
Earth; many have seen him and talked to Him; but,
they have not believed Him; they shall only believe
in him when he shows power in nature; but, no
one who did not believe in him, no one shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; for everyone in this world
requested the Father to recognize him, even in the
absence of prodigies; it was written: The tree is
known by its fruit; the first skeptical beings saw
the Rolls of the Lamb, and did not believe; they fell
before what they themselves requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; the reason for that was that they
were influenced by an odd morality; which came
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out of a strange life system; they built their hopes
up on an ephemeral material world; they considered the Father’s Word as the others; they were
surprised; as a burglar is surprised; a surprise with
weeping and gnashing of teeth; for because of this
surprise none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold the first ones in the greatest Revelation given to this world; the Revelation of the
Final Judgment is an Intellectual Revelation which
shall be extended throughout the Earth; for the
entire Earth came out of one sole Creator; when
the Father determines to send a Doctrine to any
world, no law of those worlds can oppose it; for
the nature of the respective world recognizes the
Father’s Emissary; matter and spirit recognize him;
for both requested the Father’s Kingdom to recognize him; both have got the same rights before the
Father, in their respective laws; that is why it was
written: All are equal in rights before God; the term
all is for matter as well as for the spirit; for the
infinite molecules and the infinite individualities;
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for before the Father, matter and spirit are the same
thing; what seems to you impossible, it is not for
your Creator; for you think in just one way with
variations; and the Father thinks in an infinite
degree; for having Him created everything, He is
instantaneously in everything; and everything that
the Father expresses is prophetic; for He does it by
seeing all the scenes and acts of the future; for He
created every future; behold each letter and each
parable of his Scriptures are prophetic; I verily say
unto you that they had the awards for the world;
but the world did not take them into account above
everything; for the world let itself be influenced by
an immoral and scandalous life system; if they had
taken them into account, it would have never happened; and you would not have to confront a divine
judgment; if there is a judgment, it is because a
law was violated; a law which the other laws came
out of; and of which the Universe came out; I verily
say unto you that the major judgment falls on those
who were greater in the violation; and the minor
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judgment falls on those who were minor in the
violation; for each one shall receive according to
their work; being the long-suffering the greater
awarded; for every long-suffering got closer to the
divine mandate: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the
sweat of thy face; the most minimal cause of effort
that you may conceive, is awarded in the Father’s
Kingdom; behold a law that shall make the easyattitude beings of the world weep; those who
requested to have everything but the merit of having attained it with sweat on the face; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of all those who
attained prosperity for money; the traffickers of
money but not of work; for all those who attained
sumptuousness in life, no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for with their ability to make
money produce, they drew away from the spiritual
merit; they distorted what is of the Father; and all
those who distorted what was of the Father, do not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the fruit of
the illusion of life, which money gave you; the
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comfort attained with no merit is not of the Father;
your comfort rich of the world, is unknown in the
Kingdom of Heavens; for your philosophy is so; I
verily say unto you that you have the same destiny
of the so-called religious; for no religion is known
in the Kingdom of Heavens; they were of human
creation which did not interpret the Father’s Scriptures; it was just a trade of something which was
not in the Father’s Scriptures; nor shall it ever be;
the word religion does not figure in any Scripture
of the Father; therefore this world was deceived; I
verily say unto you that no deceiver of the world
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
likely for an ignorant who did not deceive to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for an illustrated
one who deceived; I verily say unto you that such
deceit has this world twenty centuries delayed; in
its moral and spiritual level; the confusion of beliefs
has never made the worlds progress; for there is
just one God; I verily say unto you that the religious
beings divided this world, just as satan divided the
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angels of the Kingdom; it was written for those
who boasted about knowing the truth: Only satan
divides and he divides himself; every injustice perpetuates injustice and it never unifies the worlds;
just as it happened to the Earth; I verily say unto
you that it would have been better for the deceivers
to have renounced on time than to continue deceiving the world; for no one who belonged to the
christian world shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who was not a christian to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one
who was; there are many kinds of Christianity; the
Christianity who traded with the faith and sincerity
of the world, is immoral before the Father; for no
one promised the Father either to deceive or trade
with their fellow beings; behold the attribute and
quality of what your Christianity was; a strange
belief which divided itself; for no spirit who got to
know any religion shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they got divided by being influenced by a
deceit; by a strange morality; I verily say unto you
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that all the 318 virtues of your spirits shall accuse
you before the Father, of having influenced them
with a strange form of adoring the Father; a form
of adoration and commerce; a strange form in
images and temples; for all of you knew before
coming out of the Kingdom of Heavens that the
Father did not need any temples; for He is everywhere; therefore, the temple is in oneself; in the
own conscience; I verily say unto you that even the
microscopic molecules with which the temples of
this world were built, shall accuse the builders of
such odd temples, in the Kingdom of the Father;
the molecules and the virtues have got the same
rights as your spirit has; for no one is less before
the Father; neither matter nor spirit; in the living
Universe of Father Jehovah, his divine justice is
perfect; for everyone with no exception turns to
life in His presence; when turning into life, everyone complains before the Father and praises Him;
behold why this world shall cry in the presence of
the First-born Son; for every virtue contained in
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every spirit, shall recognize him; the own nature
shall do likewise; behold a proper law of a Solar
First-born Son; for he brings new divine terms to
the world, the Revelation; just as the other Doctrines brought them; for just as what is of man
makes progress, what is of the Father also makes
progress; and when the worlds get to know the
progress given by the Father, the worlds change in
their customs; but, in you, this change starts with
a Final Judgment; with a weeping and gnashing of
teeth; for you were deceived by those who gave you
a strange life system; and a strange form of belief
in the Father; I verily say unto you that neither
capitalism nor any religion is known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for this world did not fulfill what
they promised the Father, above everything; you
promised Him to take Him into account even in
what is most minimal that the mind can imagine;
but you forgot it; because you got to know the
division of the spirit; I verily say unto you that
because of those who deceived you, no human
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creature shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold the universal weeping and gnashing of
teeth; behold the work of satan; for only satan
divides and he ends up dividing himself; for the
same ones who divided you shall end up being
divided; with the same rod that they measured
others, likewise shall they be measured too; everything that they did to others, shall be done to them;
they created the poor for they wanted to have more;
now it is their turn to be poor; for thus they
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily
say unto you that the world shall shudder before
the presence of a Solar Parent; who shall astound
this world with his wisdom; just as you were being
told through centuries and centuries; it was written: He shall come to this world shining like a sun
of wisdom; for you shall see his Face shine; the
divine fire of Father Jehovah is in him; just as it
was when he asked to be born as Moses; for every
spirit is born again; and when being born he
requests the Father new physical forms; I verily say
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unto you that those who did not believe in his
return shall be full of dread; for no skeptical being
shall remain in this world; and that those who
requested to be the first in recognizing him and
did not believe him, shall want not to be in this
world; they shall want not to have been born; they
shall envy the dead; I verily say unto you that the
Solar Trinity always shows up itself in the worlds
in the most humble way; it has always been that
way; all the Trinities of the Universe please the
Father above everything; for they know that the
humble are the first in His divine presence; the
trinities always surprise the worlds; for matter and
spirit are trialed by celestial request; I verily say
unto you that the appearance of the First-born Son
of this world, surprised the world; for he found
them all deluded and living a strange morality; I
verily say unto you that every weeping and gnashing of teeth shall be because you got to know a
strange and immoral life system; for the men of
this world did not do things according to the
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Scriptures; they did them according to money; they
did them according to men and their self-interests;
behold the cause of every weeping and gnashing
of teeth; sentimentalism shall take possession of
this world; for all the virtues are sentimental; the
Revelation comes to the world because the world
requested it; everything imagined is requested in
the Kingdom of Heavens; you requested it in the
same physical form of what you are; and when
requesting it, you promised the Father not to let
yourselves be surprised amidst the forgetfulness
of the past; but, the opposite took place; those who
requested to be the first to see the Rolls of the
Lamb, did not give them the attention they
deserved; likewise no one shall give these spirits
any importance out of this world.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO VOCIFERATED INSULTS AND BAD
WORDS IN THE PRESENCE OF OTHERS, SHALL
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; AND IF
THERE WERE CHILDREN WHO HEARD THEM, IT
WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER FOR THEM NOT TO
HAVE BEEN BORN IN THIS WORLD; BAD WORDS
ARE A PRODUCT OF A STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM,
WHICH PRODUCED A STRANGE MORALITY IN THE
BEINGS; EVERY BAD WORD IS A FORM OF MENTAL
IMBALANCE; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO
REQUESTED THE MENTAL TRIALS, AND LIVED LIKE
A CRAZY MAN/WOMAN TO ENTER THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR A COARSE BEING WHO
HAD REASONING.Yes little son; no coarse being of this world shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for every mouth is
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living before the Father; and every mouth accuses
every coarse being; no one requested the Father
to speak any bad word; for everyone knew that all
those who spoke any bad word in the remote world
called Earth, would not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that all those who spoke
bad words in the presence of others, must add up
all the letters that were contained in the bad words;
each letter spoken in bad words is equivalent to live
one existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; and
if there were children, who listened to them, they
are damned; they shall be accused in the presence
of the Father of corrupting His innocence; I verily
say unto you that every immoral and coarse being
shall pay in this world what they have to pay; and
continue paying in other existences; every coarse
and immoral being shall pay letter by letter; second by second; instant by instant; idea by idea;
molecule by molecule; atom by atom; and every
coarse and immoral being shall be accused by their
own living covenants; by trillions and trillions of
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molecules of their own flesh and spirit; by their
318 virtues of their own thinking; behold an entire
army or multitudes shall accuse them; that is why
it was taught to you that every humble and every
microscopic being is great in the Kingdom of Heavens; and that army or multitude comes out of your
own selves; for man does not live on bread alone,
one is not only what one believed he/she was; the
man of this world looked at himself as one sole unit
of flesh; he despised the microscopic beings that
he had in himself; he despised his own ideas and
molecules of his matter and spirit; he did not study
himself for himself, and what was studied to compare it with the content of the Father’s Scriptures;
I verily say unto you that all those who did not care
about themselves, by not trying to find their own
beginning, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
it was taught that he who searches shall find; I verily say unto you that it was in vain that multitudes
of molecules of flesh and virtues, waited all your
lives that the magnetism of your mental attention
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arrived to them; behold a weeping and gnashing
of teeth of millions and millions of you; for every
wrong which came out of every mind, reverberates
in multitudes of intelligences; intelligences which
made divine covenants in the Kingdom of Heavens;
without them you would not know the human life;
behold the Ark of Covenants; the Ark of Covenants
not only has one meaning; it has infinite meanings; for what came out of the Father has no limits
in anything imaginable; I verily say unto you that
your trials of life consisted in this; you yourselves
requested the Father to trial a life form; according
to your salt of life; according to your evolution;
according to your knowledge attained up to that
instant; I verily say unto you that at each celestial
instant, you attain an evolution; in the Kingdom
of Heavens the time of one life is called an instant;
which is fulfilled in remote worlds; just as you are
in yours; being born again is a celestial instant; it is
a new life that gets initiated; it is to know a cause
of life again; and since what is of the Father has
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got no limit in anything known, is that every spirit
is born again, forever and ever; knowledge has no
end; for having been created by the Father, it is as
eternal as the Father Himself; in the Macrocosm,
called Kingdom of Heavens, the celestial time has
got another value; one second of celestial time is
equivalent to one terrestrial century; what seems
to you a heavy load, in the Kingdom it constitutes
a lightning; this truth is experienced by the spirit
who leaves its world of trials; the spirits are always
marveled and ashamed at the same time; the latter one when they did not live in humility in the
remote world which they requested themselves;
for everything is requested in the Kingdom; including to know lives on remote planets; I verily say
unto you that all those who requested to know a
life, they did so with first-hand knowledge; they
requested and it was conceded to them; he who did
not recognize this cause of his, shall not know any
life again; for thus the own spirits requested the
Father; this request was made in a divine gesture
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that no ungrateful being should return to the Kingdom; it is a law that has always been fulfilled in the
eternity; that is why in the Kingdom of Heavens,
the ungrateful are unknown; no one knows what
that is; as no one knows any kind of weakness;
behold millions of ungrateful beings shall have
weeping and gnashing of teeth; they enjoy a life
and they deny the One who gave it to them; they
were trialed; behold every ungrateful being shall
get crazy when they see the resurrection of every
flesh with their own eyes; if they had not denied
during the trials of life, they would have not passed
through such terrible moment; for no one who was
coarse, immoral, scandalous, ungrateful, shall be
resurrected into a child in the year 2001; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of a world which
let themselves be influenced by a strange morality; a strange faith; which came out of a strange
life system, which exalted gold; it did not exalt its
Creator; having they promised it above everything.-
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Yes little son; I know that you are thinking in your
spiritual brethren Maria and Alfonso; two blind
ones who never realized about your Mission; for
they never cared for the Father’s Scriptures; always
in the entire life; making plans and more plans; I
verily say unto you little son that these two ambitious beings, who always think of themselves, and
not in the Father, shall remain in the greatest misery; for by denying your Mission, in this world, they
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denied the Father, who sent you; just like these two
demons of self-interest, there are millions in this
world; none of them shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; these two demons are damned; thus they
requested it to the Father in case they fell into indifference towards the Revelation; they requested it in
their own home in order to make it known to others; I know little son that you have always wanted
to leave this home; where vice and bad words are
routine; they did not even moderate themselves for
you; knowing that Father Jehovah is in you; seeing
you writing for years and every day; behold two
demons who requested to know the human life, in
order to get rid of the selfishness of darkness; they
requested the presence of the Solar Trinity in their
own home; So it is divine Father Jehovah; just because
you advise it, is that I do not leave this place; which has
been unworthy of you; for because of you divine Father, I
write the Rolls of the Lamb; for it was mandated to this
world that first are the Father’s divine mandates, above
everything; So it is written little son; these two blind
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ones who requested such trial in their lives, shall be
terrorized when they see themselves in the books
of the world; for they requested Father Jehovah to
be judged before the world; So be it divine Father
Jehovah; may thy divine and loving will be done; I have
told them many times that they shall appear in the Revelation; and they never believed Me; they did not give you
any importance divine Father; So it is little son; that
is why I said to the world: Upon this rock I shalt
build my Church; It is not that I like what men did
when interpreting my Scriptures; for men divided
the world in many beliefs; being there just one God
only; that is why I called them rocks; rock symbolizes the mental selfishness of the beings, in the
Kingdom of Heavens; and when I said: My church,
I meant: For I make your trials mine; I verily say
unto you that your Father Jehovah did not leave any
religions in this world; for the Father divides no
one; your Father Jehovah left a Gospel for you; the
so-called religions did not come out of the divine
free will of the Father; they came out of the human
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free will; it is the form this world gave themselves
when they interpreted my Scriptures; I verily say
unto you that all those who practiced this strange
form of understanding what is of the Father, none
of them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
by getting divided in many beliefs, they imitated
satan; only satan divides in order to fight against
the equality taught by the Father; behold all those
who had an influence of any religion, acquired a
strange morality; it is what happened to these two
ambitious beings; with such strange morality, they
did not know how to measure the immortal range
of the divine Doctrine of the Lamb of God; they
did not even make the effort of Reading the Rolls
of the Lamb; despite having them at their own
home for so long; they never considered the son
as an emissary of the Father; even by seeing the
proofs; I verily say unto you that these blinds, as
there are many in the world, missed the greatest
thing in their lives; they missed the entrance to
the Kingdom of Heavens, for if they had read the
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Rolls, they would have had one little point of light
for each letter on their favor; apart from the celestial points corresponding to the seconds gone by
in the time of reading; and the molecules of their
flesh which would defend them before the Eternal
Father; every salt of intellectuality learnt, reverberates in the everything above everything; it reverberates in matter and spirit; in what is physical and in
the virtues; for man does not live on bread alone;
behold what was missed by two beings who did
not struggle within their individualities, against
the strange morality and the odd faith, which they
inherited from a strange life system, which elevated
gold to the category of a god; behold two beings
who shall weep their own skepticisms; behold two
beings who requested in the Kingdom of Heavens
to be one of the first in making the Father’s News
known; behold what two skeptical beings did, shall
be done by millions of more skeptical beings; millions of beings who are influenced by the strange
morality; a self-interested morality; millions and
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millions of beings who should have never ever got
to know, not even by name, the strange life system
based on gold; for by not knowing it, no one would
deny the Revelation of the Father; what is of the
Father was denied, for there was a greater interest
in the illusions of the spirit for an ephemeral present; behold those who built their hopes up on the
material life; behold a universal trial, which no one
in this world was capable of avoiding; behold you
requested a trial which was superior to your own
capabilities; but, I verily say unto you that from the
totality of your sins, three quarters of your punishment falls on those who gave you such strange life
system; it falls on those who praised the master
gold; it falls on those who sustained and defended
in life, the so-called capitalism; behold the strange
life system of this world; behold those who never
consulted the Father’s Scriptures, in order to create a life system; behold the only culprits for you
to have coexisted with a strange morality; behold
the only authors of your weeping and gnashing of
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teeth; behold the only culprits of your tragedy; the
tragedy of not being able to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; behold satan who divided you between
light and darkness; between the true morality and
the false morality; between the false illusion and
the true illusion; behold satan was among you,
who turned into a strange form of life; behold this
strange form of life always fought against the equality taught by Father Jehovah; behold the reason
why this world has never succeeded in becoming
unified; I verily say unto you that as long as there
is just one thinking being who thinks that gold is
the only way of living, this world shall never be able
to get unified; such creatures perpetuate distrust
in a strange possession; which is at the same time
a strange sensation in the Kingdom of Heavens;
every sensation, every influence, every habit and
every custom become living in the presence of the
divine Father; and everything that is strange to the
Kingdom, does not enter the Kingdom; and within
every strange thing are the planetary life systems,
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which did not take the Father’s Scriptures into
account, above everything.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Luis Antonio Soto Romero, whose pseudonym is: Alpha and
Omega, is the Author of the New Doctrine of the Lamb of
God, called Telepathic Scripture or Celestial Science, dictated by living telepathy by the Divine Father Jehovah.
Once written they were rolled up, hence the biblical term:
The Scrolls of the Lamb of God. The Author has the Mission
of opening them, that is, writing them. Revelation 5.
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THE PLAN WHICH WAS COMMENDED TO THE
EMISSARY ALPHA AND OMEGA
The Rolls of the Lamb of God.

3,000 Rolls of the Origin of Matter.

300 Rolls of the Origin of the Ideas.

300 Rolls of the Origin of the Most Holy Trinity.
300 Rolls of the Origin of the Flying Saucers.
500 Rolls of the subject about the beast.

The Origin of Matter; it shall be a work of 3,000
Telepathic Rolls …
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The Idea is a work of 300 Rolls …

The silver ships shall be explained in 300 scrolls;
but that is not the limit; it is the beginning; and the
Translation of the Holy Scriptures, shall be 6,000
rolls of cardboard; each roll represents a parable

of the Scriptures; the telepathic scripture has no
end; for the universe does not have it; the living
word of God does not have it either … Here there

is material to talk about for years; they are 4,000
Rolls … and another one is born each day.

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Celestial Science by Alpha and Omega

Please visit https://www.alfayomega.com
and read WHAT IS TO COME, CELESTIAL SCIENCE
and DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE THINGS.
https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/
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Listen to the Reading of the
Scrolls, with a click on several
Podcast platforms

anchor.fm/alphaandomega

